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FALL CATALOGUE OF BULBS THAT BLOOM.

JOHN LEWIS CHILDS, FLORAL PARK, NY.
A Great Premium to Each Subscriber

AND A CLUB PREMIUM TO THE CLUB RAISER FOR EACH NAME SENT.

OUR MAGNIFICENT PREMIUM.

Each person who sends us a year's subscription at 30c. singly, or 30c. in clubs of five or more, choosing one of the following Premiums, which will be sent at once, free, by mail. New subscribers and old ones renewing are all entitled to choose a Premium. In case of clubs Premiums chosen will be sent to the club raiser for distribution.

**PREMIUM NO. 1**
10 Grand Tulips, representing 10 different colored and blooming Tulips, each one of a different variety. These will make a magnificent pot of flowers during winter or show up elegantly planted in the garden.

**PREMIUM NO. 2**
6 Narcissus, elegant new sorts, mixed, including Double, Single and Trumpet, Donna Early. These will make a magnificent pot of flowers during winter or show up elegantly planted in the garden.

**PREMIUM NO. 3**
Child's Great Painting of New Double Iris Kempfert, the most magnificent flower ever produced in colors. Size, 18 x 24 inches. Selected by the artist, W. H. D. P., and entitled a carefully selected, unique work of art, reflecting the beauty of this year's most magnificent flower.

**PREMIUM NO. 4**
450 Choice Recipes for Cooking Vegetables, all the different kinds. This pamphlet is worth its weight in gold and will prove more valuable to every subscriber than you ever ate before, this will tell how to cook them so that they will be.

Each one who subscribes may select any one of the above FREE Premiums; or

**$2.00 FOR 15 CENTS EXTRA (FOR POSTAGE)**
WE WILL SEND ALL 4 PREMIUMS.

Club Premiums to Club Raisers.

A Fine Club Premium for Every Name Sent.

**THE MAYFLOWER** is so good, and its Premium so valuable that it is an easy matter for anyone, man, woman, or child, to get up a club among their friends and neighbors. We give the club-raiser a fine premium for every single entry. All that the club-raiser has to do is to see that the club subscriber chooses one of our regular premiums offered above. The club-raiser may select one of the following five plants or bulbs for every subscriber sent, and all will be forwarded free by mail:

1. Roman Hyacinth.
2. Cockade Hyacinth.
5. Double Sacred Lily.
7. Freesia, Giant French.
10. Oxalis, Bermuda Buttercup.
11. Amaryllis Regina.
14. Twining Hyacinth, or Brodiaea.
15. Everblooming Chrysanthemum.

**SUBSCRIPTION PRICE.**

The subscription price of THE MAYFLOWER, including Premiums, is 50c. per year, in Clubs of Five or more, including Premium. Price, without premium, 30c. per year. For all foreign countries, except Canada, one shilling (2s.) extra must be sent to pay foreign postage.

**CONTRIBUTORS.**

John Lewis Childs, Walter N. Pike, Editors.

Assisted by a staff of over one hundred contributors, among whom are the following well known names:

EBEN E. REXFORD, Wis., C. L. ALLEN, Y. N.
MR. FLANDERS, M.N., Mrs. H. C. M., M.
LENNIE GREENE, N. C., LORI S. LAMCO, M.

And a hundred others, representing every State in the Union.

As may be supposed, the articles on Flowers and Gardening, which come from all parts of the world, are intensely interesting and useful. Every number is well worth a year's subscription price. This is the verdict of our readers.

**SPECIAL FEATURES.**

During the next twelve months the following special serial articles will appear:

**BIRDS OF THE GARDEN.** This beautiful series by Henry Neurle, on our native birds, is to be continued by an occasional article for some time longer.

EBEN E. REXFORD will contribute valuable articles for every month during the coming year, on the Artistic Arrangement of Flowers for Table Decoration, for Vases, for Wearing, etc.

MR. A. JAKOVICE, a noted German florist, who has charge of one of the finest establishments in Europe for flower growers, will contribute a variety of articles on Rare Plants and Their Cultivation, Monthly Hints, etc.

CORRESPONDENCE. Under the heading of each individual State we publish interesting and useful letters from our readers, which makes this department of great interest and value to every subscriber. Nearly every State, as well as Foreign countries, are represented in each issue.

The following articles are now in hand, ready to publish:

**Photographing Flowers.** By Frank Roe Batchelder, D. C.

**The Flowers of the Poets.** By JENNIE E. BAKER, Pa.

**Sensitive Plants.** By MRS. P. W. HUMPHREYS, Pa.

**Some Plant Myths and Legends.** By MRS. L. N. HOBBS, Ind.

**A Few Floral Tricks.** By J. TALLEY CONNOR, Cal.

**Decorative Fruits and Berries (Two Articles).** By Lennie Greene, N. C.

**The Front Yards of Long Ago.** By MRS. FREDA MYRON COLBY, N. H.

**Feathered Aids and Ornaments of My Garden.** By JENNIE E. BAKER, Pa.

**California Redwoods.** By IMogene E. JOHNSON, Cal.

**The Flowers of the Sea.** By SIMON I. MACLEAN, N. Y.

**Insectivorous Plants.** By MRS. H. M. WOODWARD, III.

**The Olender Fences of Bermuda.** By F. W. STEPHENS, Bermuda.

**An East India Tropical Fruit Orchard.** By J. C. MILLER, East India.

**Flowers of the Sea.** By AMANDA PARSON, Mass.


**ARTICLES ENCLOSED.**


**EDITABLE AND FRUIT ARTICLES IN VARIETY.**
OUR GREAT SURPRISE COLLECTION.

$4.00 or $5.00 Worth of the Choicest Bulbs for Only $1.00.

We are obliged to grow and import enormous stocks of all kinds of Bulbs, generally more than is necessary, to make sure of having enough. It is our custom, after the heavy fall business is over, in November, to take this surplus stock of various good things, make it into "Surprise" Collections, and offer same to our customers, giving them four or five times the value of their money. In fact, the "surprise" is the great amount of Bulbs one gets for the money paid. These collections cannot be sent out until about the tenth of November, and will be entirely of our own selection, from kinds of which we have a surplus. No collection will be made up for less than ONE DOLLAR, and from that up to any amount the purchaser may desire. They will be sent free, by mail, unless desired by express, and in that case we can send very much more for the money than by mail. All "Surprise" Collections ordered previous to November 10th will be booked and shipped then, but we continue sending them up to the end of December. We advise our friends to invest a dollar or more in this collection. We can guarantee that they will be greatly pleased.

OUR TRIAL COLLECTIONS.

60 BULBS. 20 SORTS FOR 50c.

For only 50c, we will mail a collection of 60 Bulbs, each of 20 different kinds, of our selection. They will be suitable either for pots or the garden, and offers one an opportunity of testing a good many kinds at little cost.

10 WINTER-BLOOMING PLANTS FOR 75c.

For 75c, we will send a collection of 10 fine Winter-blooming Plants, our selection, all different. The collection will surely please anyone, as all of the plants will be fine, and some of them very rare and expensive.

10 GRAND NEW FRUITS FOR $1.00.

For only $1.00 we will send one each of the following 10 fine new Fruits:

- Tree Strawberry,
- Tree Blackberry,
- Iceberg Blackberry,
- Balloon Berry,
- Climbing Raspberry,
- Hybrid Berry,
- Mayberry,
- Japanese Wineberry,
- Giant Ruby Currant,
- Dewberry,

A fine lot, worth fully $2.00.

Our Album of Floral Park Views,

At Reduced Price, 5 Cents.

We publish a beautiful album of half-tone photographic pictures of Floral Park, showing the beautiful lawns, flower beds, summer houses, fountains, buildings of various kinds, greenhouses, seed stores, residences, MAYFLOWER printing office, etc. It also contains a fine portrait of Mt. John Lewis Childs. This Album of Floral Park views is gotten up to accommodate those of our friends and customers who have asked for something of the sort, and is offered at cost price. Price of Album by mail, postpaid, 5 cents.

Our Great Iris Picture for 10c.

Size, 10x13, in eighteen colors, showing thirteen varieties of the finest double Iris Kaempferi in natural colors. It is useless to attempt to describe the beauty of this loveliest of all floral paintings. The great flaming blossoms in the loveliest tints stand out in all their silken lustre and charm the eye with their matchless beauty. Postpaid for 10c.

OUR CATALOGUE FOR 1900.

1875—Anniversary Edition—Twenty-five Years—1900.

It Will Be a Great Book, Containing More Good Things Than Was Ever Offered Before.

The magnitude of our business makes our Catalogue naturally the leading one of its kind; but as complete and attractive as it has usually been, the one which we are now preparing to issue in January next will surpass all previous efforts. The list of articles offered will be the most valuable, novel and interesting ever presented together. It will make a large book, elegantly illustrated with numerous colored plates, devoted to SEEDS, both flower and vegetable, all the best novelties and standard varieties; also BULBS and PLANTS, such as Summer-flowering Bulbs, Hardy Bulbs, Hardy Perennials, Window and Bedding Plants, Roses, Ornamental Shrubs, etc., and rare new Fruits of various kinds. It will have many new features, a review of our twenty-five years of business, and have Special Anniversary-Offer[s].

This great Catalogue will be sent free to all who apply. Customers will receive it without applying.

Address all orders, etc.,

JOHN LEWIS CHILD, Floral Park, N. Y.
SPECIALTIES IN HARDY BULBS.

THE CHOICEST GEMS
For Winter and Early Spring Blooming,
GRANDEST HYACINTHS, RICHEST TULIPS,
EXQUISITE NARCISSUS.

Giant - Flowered Crocus and Freesias, Rare Lilies, Charming Scillas, Iris, Chionodoxa, Snowdrops, Callas, Ornithogalum, Oxalis, Ixias,
Ranunculus, Sacred Lilies, Etc.

Choice Seeds and Plants for Winter Blooming,
RARE SHRUBS, FRUITS, ETC.

To our Customers:

Those who have gardens or lawns, or who wish to beautify their home surroundings must start with the early spring flowering bulbs. They prolong the season of blossoms two months and are essential. Crocus, Snowdrops, Scillas, Narcissus, Hyacinths, Tulips, etc., are inexpensive, and are so very attractive in the early spring days. Likewise for winter flowering in the house these same bulbs, with Freesias, Oxalis, Cyclamen, Lilies, Callas, etc., must be the main dependence for winter blossoms in our windows. Nothing so easily cared for, or so sure to bloom, or so gay, fragrant and satisfactory in every respect. Either for winter blooming in pots or for early spring blooming in the garden the bulbs must be planted in autumn. For 15 years we have made a leading specialty of these lovely flowers, and during that time have supplied more people with them than any other three houses in the country. Our bulbs are so carefully grown and selected in Holland and France that they have gained a reputation for reliability and excellence. All the bulbs we send out are special selections from first-class grades, and are of the highest possible excellence. One has only to try them to be convinced of this fact.

The Mayflower,
greatly improved since last year, with fine half-tone cuts and elegant colored covers is much better than ever before. So inexpensive and so valuable to all who love or cultivate flowers.
Do not omit to subscribe for it. See cover pages.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS.

WHAT WE DO.

FREE BY MAIL—We send Seeds, Bulbs and Plants FREE BY MAIL, at the prices named in this Catalogue. This brings them to the very doors of our customers without trouble or expense.

BY EXPRESS—If a package is ordered to go by express we do not pay the charges, but somewhat larger plants, shrubs and fruits can be sent in this way, and we always add extra ones, enough to more than pay the cost. All the large express companies carry our goods at very low rates.

WE GUARANTEE that every package we send out shall reach its destination in good condition, and that everything shall be received exactly as ordered. If a package is lost or any of its contents injured on the way, we will send again. We also guarantee everything true to name.

WE PACK all plants carefully in strong wooden boxes which insures their safe transit through the mails to the remotest part of the country or abroad.

WE FILL all orders as soon as received, if the stock is ready. Customers who wish their order, or any part of it, booked for shipping at a later date, should state the fact.

SPECIAL DISCOUNT—The margin of profit in Full Bulbs is so small that discounts should not be given. We will, however, give to all purchasers of Seeds, Bulbs, Plants, or Fruits from this Catalogue, 10 cents' worth extra on every dollar's worth ordered.

WHAT BUYERS SHOULD DO.

FORWARD MONEY with the order, and at our risk when sent by post-office money order on Floral Park, greenbacks or gold or silver coin, by registered letter, bank draft or express company's money order.

STAMPS AND SILVER—Please do not send postage stamps to pay for goods if it can be avoided. Coin, when sent in letters, should be sewed or pasted up in strong paper or cloth, to prevent its breaking through the envelope, which is frequently the case when enclosed loose.

WRITE YOUR ORDER plainly and distinctly by itself and not mixed up with anything else you may wish to say. Those who send a neat, plainly written order will be sure to have it filled correctly and with dispatch, and will also receive some valuable "extras." Be sure to write your NAME and ADDRESS plainly.

IMPORTANT—It occasionally happens that an order is lost in coming to us, or the goods in going to the customer; therefore, if any who order do not hear from us within a reasonable length of time, they should send a duplicate order, naming the date on which the former one was sent, and the amount of money enclosed, and in what form. This will enable us to investigate the matter and fill the duplicate order with dispatch. No inquiries will receive attention which do not contain duplicate, etc., as here mentioned.
Hardy, or Holland Bulbs are most deservedly popular. In the flower garden they have wrested two months of each year from Winter's stern grasp. Before the last snow-drift has melted, the Snowdrop, Scilla and Crocus appear, close followed by a score of others that have made the name "Spring Flowers" synonymous with beauty and fragrance. Indoors they have won equal triumph. The place of honor once held by the tender Geranium and Begonia belongs now to the Hardy Bulbs, that, while enduring the most hardships and extremes, are at the same time the most beautiful, fragrant, and the most certain to bloom. We make a specialty of supplying a grade of extra large and select Bulbs, the cream of Holland's annual output. We know that they are the best imported into the United States.

Culture in the Garden.

Bulbs are the most important winter bloomers for window culture. They are the easiest cared for of all flowers, and absolutely sure to bloom the first year. Roses may, from some cause, fail, but bulbs never. Nothing is more pleasant or cheerful during the dreary winter than a few pots filled with Hyacinths, Tulips, Crocuses, Narcissus, etc., displaying their brilliant colors and emitting their delightful fragrance for weeks. Add to these the many new bulb plants introduced as cultivars of the cellars, and at a very little trouble or expense a display of winter flowers can be produced which will be the center of attraction for many months. They are also by far the most satisfying, for many people who do not have a place in their windows for the flowers have faded, prefer to have the bulbs away from sight. In any case, of course, this is a good plan if one cares to do it, and there is no doubt but that fresh imported bulbs will give much better results than those which may have been here once or more, yet it is too hard to throw the bulbs away, and we would advise anyone who can to keep them and plant them in the garden as they now have known people who have a light cellar to succeed very well by placing the bulbs there as soon as they have bloomed. The bulbs ripen up good, and can be left until in partial light, if the air is not too hot or freezing cold.

Culture for Winter Bloomings.

Bulbs are especially valuable for outdoor planting, as they bloom at a time when the garden is utterly destitute of color, and make it gay and attractive. Scillas, Snowdrops and Crocus appear as soon as the snow is away, and are quickly followed by Hyacinths, Narcissus, Tulips, etc. The display which a few of these bulbs make in the early spring is indeed charming, and they are always appreciated more than any other plants of the season.

The many forms and rich and varied colors of the Tulip make this bulb one of the most important of all garden bloomers. Their great value of grace and beauty, their fragrance and refined beauty and grace, the Narcissus, with its great variety of form and charming colors, is always admired by the general public. Of Hyacinths we need not speak; for they are well known; their large, round spikes of bloom in a garden or window box are most beautiful. When bulbs are set in the garden, the flowers is so easy to grow or stir to bloom than bulbs, and it is an established fact that they always surprise those who plant them by nothing but better than one unacquainted with them can imagine.

For garden culture bulbs do not require a very rich soil and are easily cared for. Plant in September, October, or November, which are the best months. Late in the fall the beds can be covered with leaves or a mixture of straw and earth which should be removed early in spring. After the bulbs are through flowering the leaves should be turned under. The bulbs are then left in the ground until the following year, when they may be dug, either cut in early spring, or left till the heat of July. It is a fact that the bulbs, even when turned under, have a better chance of blooming when the leaves are cut off. This is because the leaves contain a large amount of food and the bulbs must have this food to bloom. It is a fact that the bulbs, even when turned under, have a better chance of blooming when the leaves are cut off. This is because the leaves contain a large amount of food and the bulbs must have this food to bloom. It is a fact that the bulbs, even when turned under, have a better chance of blooming when the leaves are cut off.
Specialties in Gorgeous Tulips.

We make a leading specialty of Tulips this season, our growers having furnished us with an enormous surplus of extra fine, select Bulbs at a great sacrifice in prices. We give our customers the benefit of this, and advise them to plant them largely. Tulips are the most gorgeous and satisfactory spring flower. Remember that these low prices do not represent second-class bulbs (we do not keep such), but strictly first quality, large and select in every way.

There is no question but that the Tulip is the most popular spring flower that grows. The soft, seductive breezes have scarce whispered in our ears that spring is at hand, ere our eyes, wearied of winter's dull, sombre, lifeless tints, are dazzled by a sudden blaze of Tulips in rainbow shades, ribboning the earth with warmth and color. From the first Duc Van Thol scarce peeping above the ground, to the last Gesneriana Tulip, holding its flaming cup high aloft, there is a constant succession of Tulip beauties—single, double, dwarf, tall, early, medium, and late, with blossoms cup-shaped, star-formed, bowl-like, peony-flowered, imbricated like a rose, or twisted, waved, or horned, like the plumage of some fantastic bird. No garden can be complete without plenty of Tulips. Have some of all kinds, they are so cheap.

Mixed Tulips.

Our mixed Tulips are of extra fine quality, being made up from first-class named sorts and much superior to the ordinary grades.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Price 25c., 50c.</th>
<th>Price 75c.</th>
<th>Price 90c.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Double Fine Mixed</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single Fine Mixed</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parrot, Fine Mixed</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bizzards, Fine Mixed</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duc Van Thol, Fine Mixed</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darwin, Fine Mixed</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Variegated Foliage Mixed</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

12 TULIPS DIFFERENT CLASSES FOR 50c.

For 50c. we will send one one fine bulb each of the following twelve distinct classes of Tulips:

Single, Early, Bybloom, Variegated Foliage.
Double, Early, Bizzards, Sweet Scented.
Parrot, Gesneriana, Persics.
Duc Van Thol, Picotee, Darwin.

This collection furnishes a fine study of the different classes, and will be most attractive and interesting when in bloom.

Parrot Tulips.

A flower more bizarre, fantastic, or grotesque, would be hard to find. A bed or clump of them always attracts much attention. They are six, seven and eight inches across, with petals toothed, horned, twisted, and waved, now loosely incurved, now spread flat out like a star. Some are yellow, some are crimson, or again dashed, flaked or feathered with green, gold or scarlet. Fine to plant among shrubbery, or for bedding. They grow ten inches in height, and bloom just after the double Tulips.

Constantinople—Fine deep crimson.
Cloriosa—Yellow, splashed and streaked crimson and green.
Perfecta—Gaily striped, yellow and red.
Lutea Major—Fine yellow.

Price 5c. each, the 25 for 25c., 50c. per dozen.

Cramoisy Brilliant—New and extra fine; deep, dark, rich copper crimson, with large, star-shaped black center. Extraordinary large sized, being 8 or 9 inches across. The most magnificent of all Parrots and the best adapted to winter blooming. It is simply grand. 6c. each, 8 for 50c., 12 for 75c.

**Single Tulips.**

The Single Early Tulips are great for bedding and for winter blooming in pots. The following are the very best kinds.

**FIVE VERY FINE SORTS.**

**Cardinal's Hat**—Rich blood scarlet, gold tinted border.

**Duchesse of Parma** Extra large, early, and gloriously colored. Orange-yellow, shading to terra cotta, also very yellow and brown shadings. Bright and showy.

**L'Immaculee**—Beautiful snow-white flower with lemon eye.

**Purple Crown**—Fine cup-shaped flower of maroon-cardinal.

**Van Der Neer**—A splendid large flower of a rare and lovely bright violet color. Very distinct.

Price of above, 3¢ each, the 5 for 10c.; 30¢ each 25c.; 50c. doz.

**SIX EXTRA FINE SORTS.**

**Chrysolora**—Very large flower and widely opened. Color, a solid golden yellow.

**Color de Cardinal**—Large cup-shaped blooms of a rich cardinal red. Intensely brilliant.

**Kaiser Kroon**—Outside of each petal bright scarlet, broadly bordered yellow; inside deep yellow zoned with wide center band of velvety scarlet glowing like fire. Extra large size.

**Miltiades**—Large elegant flower, splendidly cupped. Pure white exquisitely shaded and clouded with soft pink.

**Silver Standard**—Beautifully shaped flowers of a fresh carmine scarlet, striped and feathered white. Very showy.

**Wowerman**—Extra large and fine. Deep magenta-red.

Price 5¢ each, the 6 for 30c.; 3¢ each, 25c.; 50c. per doz.

**SIX RARE AND GRAND SORTS.**

**Cottage Maid, or La Precieuse**—Lovely pink and white, most charmingly suffused and feathered, of immense size, most unique in color and one of the loveliest Tulips that ever bloomed, either for pots or the garden.

**Globe de Rigaud**—Very large, round flower of an odd lilac shade, freely striped and flaked pure white.

**Joost Van Vondel**—Beautiful glowing rose, deep rich red and pure snow white, the colors mingled and blended together in a charming manner. One of the largest and very finest.

**Proserpine**—A grand flower and a superb color. Exquisite rose scarlet, a shade not found in any other sort, and lovely beyond description. Of great size and beautifully cupped.

**Verboom**—Flower of gigantic size, and richest glowing scarlet red. Extra early and fine in every way.

**White Swan**—Large, pure white flowers; extra fine for winter blooming.

Price 5¢ each, the 6 for 35c.; 5¢ each 50c., or 50c. per doz.

THE ABOVE 17 SORTS FOR ONLY 50c.

**MIXED SINGLE TULIPS.**

Extra Fine Mixed Single Tulips, 30c. per doz., $1.25 per 10c.

$10 per 1,000.
Double Tulips produce very large double flowers, many of which are as large and showy as a Peony. The bright colors of the large double blossoms contrast splendidly and make a charming display.

8 VERY FINE SORTS.

Blue Flag—Late. Flower beautiful shape; a distinct color of purple blue.

Double Crown—Large and double flower. Dark cardinal-red with black shading. One of the best.

Duke of York—Beautiful incurved flowers of poppy-red, broadly edged white.

Gloria Solus—Of enormous size and very double, bright scarlet, edged yellow.

La Candeour—Large and double; wax-like pure white. Largely used for cemetery planting.

Ma Cousine—Of remarkable coloring. Carmine violet, edged pink and flamed golden yellow and brick-red.

Rose La Reine—Fine rose-scarlet. A lovely color.

Yellow Rose—A magnificent sort; of very largest size and most perfect form. Deep, brilliant yellow.

Price 35c. each, 3 for 25c.; 2 each, 50c.; or 25c. doz.

8 EXTRA FINE DOUBLE TULIPS.

Alba Maxima—Enormous flower, perfectly double like a Peony, pure white in color, with delicate shadowy tinge of soft pink. Exceedingly fine.

Count of Leicester—Another very distinct and finely colored sort. Light orange, feathered yellow.

Mariage de Ma Fille—Immense flower of the most perfect shape and superb coloring. Crimson-red, banded, striped, flaked and feathered with pure white.

Murillo—Large, graceful flowers of flesh-white, bordered and clouded rose.

Queen Victoria—Blood-red. Very double.

Rex Rubrorum—Large double flower of deepest scarlet. Very double and perfect.

Rose Blanche—Large incurved white; most perfect shape.

Salvator Rose—Gigantic size, elegant shape and of the loveliest soft rose color, with pure white stripes.

Price 5c. each, the 8 for 35c.; 2 each 75c., or 25c. doz.

THE 16 SORTS FOR 4c.

Splendid Mixed Double Tulips—All colors and varieties, 35c. per doz.; $1.25 per 100; $10 per 1,000.
Duc Van Thol Tulips.

These are the best of all for house culture and the first of all to bloom out of doors. They are noted for the depth and purity of their colors, and as they bloom two weeks in advance of all other Tulips, are quite indispensable in the garden, as well as the house for winter.

Crimson—Fine for contrast.
Gold Striped—Scarlet, striped gold.
Rose—White, shaded with clear rose. Delicate and beautiful.
Scarlet—Brilliant, dazzling scarlet.
Violet—Lovely violet—crimson white border. Very distinct and handsome.
White—A fine pure color.
Orange—A fine color.
Vermilion—Fine bright color.
Double—These are popular for house culture, as they are so certain to bloom, and so early and fine. No other double Tulips are as well adapted to pot culture. They are very brilliant, and being double remain perfect a long time. Color, red and yellow.

PRICE—5c. each; the 9 for 50c.; 30c. per dozen.

Mixed Duc Van Thol Tulips—All colors, 5c. per dozen; $1.50 per 100.

Picotee Tulips.

These are quite new, and to our minds the most exquisite of all. They bloom later than the single early varieties, or about the same time as the Byblooms. Flowers very large, and borne on tall, graceful stems, like Gesneriana. Each petal has a distinct border of bright crimson, which is most beautiful, and gives them the name of "Picotee." They are extra fine for winter blooming and for the garden, but they will show the most color in the garden.

Picotee White—Exquisite wavy petals of large size, pure white with a fine border of crimson, which makes the flower exceptionally beautiful.

Picotee Yellow—Golden yellow with crimson edge.

PRICE—5c. each; 6 or 12 of each, for 25c.; 50c. per dozen.

"The most beautiful flower in my collection of Bulbs was the Picotee Tulip. It was simply exquisite, and I shall order a good lot of them this fall for myself and friends."—A. D., Ohio.
Bizarre and Bybloom Tulips.

It seems strange these are not more commonly grown, for their large, cup-like blossoms, feathered and flaked as only a Tulip can be, are always admired more than any other. Byblooms have white, light or violet grounds, flaked and feathered, rose, lilac, pink, purple, violet, scarlet, black and crimson, Bizard have yellow grounds, flaked and blazed maroon, black, scarlet, bronze and brown. We offer a fine mixture of every imaginable color and marking. We know our customers, if they could but see a bed of these in their gorgeous splendor, could not resist the temptation of buying a liberal quantity of them.

Byblooms—White ground, variegated with various colors.
Fifty finest sorts, mixed, 4c. each; 3 for 10c.; 12 for 35c.
Bizards—Yellow ground, variegated.
Fifty fine sorts, mixed, 3c. each; 1 for 10c.; 12 for 30c.; 100 for $1.25.

Tulipa Gesneriana.

The grandest Tulip in existence. Tall growing and late blooming, with large, long leaves, and tall, erect flower stalks, which support great waxen blossoms larger than tea cups, of the most vivid, glossy, coral red, each flower showing a deep blue-black blotch at the base, that further enhances its beauty. They remain in bloom a long time, and clumps of this grand flower are particularly fine planted among evergreens or shrubbery, lighting up their somber background as with a blinding torch.

Scarlet, Blue Center—The true Gesneriana, as described above.

Golden Yellow—Exactly like the above, except a golden yellow color. A superb novelty.

PRICE—5c., each; 3 for 10c.; 15 for 35c.

Sweet-Scented Tulips.

A new class of Tulips, with a charming fragrance, as well as beauty and brilliancy. Customers will be delighted with them either for pots or garden.

Prince of Austria—Enormous flower, of broad and round form, and of the same lovely orange scarlet as T. Greigii. Delightfully sweet scented, and a great acquisition.

Fiorentina—Large golden-yellow; very sweet. Buds, when closed, look like an enormous Tea Rose.

Macropia—Brilliant red, with dark, zoned-like center, bordered yellow. Size of Tulip Gesneriana.

5c. each; the 3 for 15c.; 60c. dozen.

Variegated Foliage Tulips.

These Tulips are doubly desirable in that the foliage, as well as the blossoms, is very handsome. The broad, green leaves are elegantly bordered or striped with white or creamy-yellow, which sets off the brilliancy of the blossoms to great advantage. For pots they are most superb, and bloom splendidly in mid-winter. For the garden they are novel.

Mixed—All colors, double and single, 3 for 10c.; 8 for 35c.

Tulipa Greigi.

It is large, green leaves are variegated with black spots while the flowers, which is of the largest size, is clear transparent scarlet, as clear and beautiful as a sheet of wax. No other Tulip has a color like it, and none are so strikingly beautiful. Its magnificent color shows up almost like a torch in a dark night. Splendid for pots or the open ground, being a hardy, rank grower, and early. 25c. each; 3 for 10c.

Darwin Tulips.

A new race of Tulips which produce only solid self colors and bloom early in May. The flowers are of great size, like Gesneriana, and are borne on tall, graceful stems. The colors are exceedingly rich and varied, ranging through all the shades of rose, deep red, violet, purple, blue to coal black. 5c. each; 3 for 10c.; 12 for 30c.

Tulipa Persica.

A rare and curious variety. A bulb will send up one stem, on which is borne two or three blossoms. These blossoms are golden yellow in color, and open out flat, being, when opened, perfectly star-shaped. Very pretty and interesting. 5c. each; 3 for 10c.
Roman Hyacinths.

Net at all like the Dutch or Show Hyacinths, though they do not suffer by comparison. The slender stems, arching beneath their load of daintily poised bells, are the acme of grace and elegance, while so many spikes are thrown up from each bulb that the whole pot appears a mass of bloom. Roman Hyacinths are extra good for cutting, and so early that they bloom by Christmas, or before, remaining in perfection nearly a month if the room is not kept too warm. They are extremely early and bloom in the garden with the Crocuses. Two bulbs can be planted in a 4-inch pot, or 3 bulbs in a 5-inch pot. The bulbs we offer are extra large and strong, superb for winter blooming.

Single White—The most popular of all. Every window should have several pots of these. Exquisite bells, white as the driven snow and pleasantly fragrant. Never fails to bloom. Extra large.

Single Blue—Dark blue bells. About ten days later than the white, with which it forms a fine contrast. A great bloomer. Extra large.

Double Light Pink—The double Roman Hyacinths are larger than the single sorts. This sort has elegant wax bells of pale shell pink.

Double Dark Pink—Like the above, but a beautiful, clear, bright rose. Spikes long and heavy for this class.

Price, Extra Large Bulbs, 6s. each, 2 for 8s.; 5 each of the 4 for 50c. Either sort at 55c. per dozen.

Fine Mixed—Roman Hyacinths, all colors. 50c. per dozen.

Canary Yellow Roman Hyacinth.

Beautifully shaped bells in airy, graceful spikes; in color a soft, pleasing canary yellow. Really the finest of all yellow Hyacinths. Large select bulbs, 15c. each; 5 for 50c.; 12 for $1.50.

Extra Mixed Hyacinths for Pots.

Here we offer finest Dutch named sorts, mixed. The bulbs are extra large and fine, selected particularly for winter blooming, and are as fine as the bulbs of our named sorts, and will give as good results for pot culture. $1.00 per dozen.

Pompon Hyacinths.

A class of Hyacinths with comparatively small bulbs, and, as they are usually compact growers, can be more cheaply grown than the larger bulbous class. While the spikes scarcely average as heavy as other Hyacinths, the difference is small, and many specimens are fully equal to the best of the latter. They are splendid for either garden or pots, while for cutting they are best of all. Every hue, shade and color is found among them; the flowers are large and wax-like, and the spikes airy and graceful. We offer them so low that they ought to be purchased by the dozen for every plant window.

Double Red.

Price of above, 50c. each; 6 for 35c.; the 8 for 55c.

Single White, Double Rose, Double Blue, Double White.

Single Red.

Price of all, 5c. each; 8 for 55c; the 10 for 85c.

Mixed Pompon Hyacinths—All colors, double and single, 50c. per dozen; $2.50 per 100.

Mixed Hyacinths.

Our Mixed Hyacinths are not ordinary stock, but fine large bulbs which will give magnificent bloom either in the house or garden. We have marked prices down very low indeed.

Single Mixed, all colors, extra fine..... 50c. 4 50

Double Mixed, all colors, extra fine..... 75c. 5.00

Double and Single Mixed, extra fine..... 85c. 6.00

Pompon Mixed, all colors, double and single.... 50c. 2 50

Roman Mixed, all colors, double and single..... 50c. 2 50

Mixed Named Hyacinths Under Color.

Double White, Mixed.

" Red, " " Red, Mixed."

" Pink, " " Pink, Mixed."

" Blue, " " Blue, Mixed."

" Yellow, " " Yellow, Mixed."

Price of all, 5c. each; 8 for 55c.; or either color at 8c. per dozen.
JOHN LEWIS CHILDS, FLORAL PARK, N. Y.

Best Single Hyacinths.

These are the finest sorts for pots or garden, and the bulbs offered are every one of a select large size that will give magnificent results.

5 SPLENDID Sorts.

Amy—Quite early; fine spikes of medium-sized flowers of a deep, clear, carmine-red, glowing with richness.


Crand Marvel—A most beautiful sort. Large spikes of handsome, blush-white bells. Few so fine as this.

Norma—Beautiful pink, very large, and an extra early bloomer. Exquisite.

Pure D'Or—Spikes of pretty corn-colored bells.

Price 15c. each; the 5 for 75c.

5 EXTRA FINE Sorts.

Gertrude—Tall, with heavy spikes of extra large flowers of a distinct shade of lilac-pink, turning to silver-rose, striped carmine. Extra fine.

Cigantia—Thick spikes and large bells of a beautiful flesh color. One of the grandest sorts.

King of the Blues—An enormous compact spike of bloom, of a deep indigo-blue color. In size and perfection this is one of the finest of all Hyacinths.

La Franchise—A magnificent variety. Large, long spikes of blush-white blossoms, turning afterward to a snowy-white; petals very broad, and flowers of great substance measuring two inches across.

Pleneman—A magnificent sort, with enormous sky-blue bells arranged in graceful spikes of great size.

Price 25c. each; the 5 for 75c.

5 GRAND AND RARE Sorts.

La Crandesse—Finest single white. Very large spikes and bells. Color, clear waxy white.

Mammoth or Lily Hyacinth—A new sort with gigantic pendulous bells, each one of which is almost as large as a small lily and of the same shape. Color, white, delicately shaded blush. A large spike of these beautiful lily-like bells is indeed a most superb object.

Obelisque—A rare and exceedingly scarce variety, being the grandest of all yellow colors. Spike large and compact, while the color is the very best yellow.

Queen of the Blues—Enormous spike; one of the very largest of all Hyacinths. Beautiful light blue with silvery appearance.

Roi des Beiges—Fine, massive spikes, crowded with flowers that open a rich self-carmine, gradually turning into a dark, glowing crimson. The brightest Hyacinth.

Price 25c. each; the 5 for $1.00.

THE ABOVE 15 UNSURPASSED Sorts FOR $2.00.

Mixed Single Hyacinths—All colors, 75c. per doz.; $4.50 per 100.
Best Double Hyacinths.

Grand select bulbs, grown especially for winter blooming, for which purpose each variety here offered is a real gem. Please remember that these bulbs are extra large and strong.

SPLENDID SORTS.

Bouquetendre—Tall and compact truss; beautifully shaped florets of a tender rose color.
Bouquet Royal—Fine light pink or blush. Extra large spike and very beautiful.
Crotoorst—Compact truss, large and very double bells of bluish-white, with a touch of lilac-rose at center.
La Virginlate—Spikes of tubular bells; soft bluish-white.
Prince of Saxe Wiemar—Tall spikes of rich indigo blue.
Price 15c. each; the 5 for 75c.

EXTRA FINE SORTS.

Sunflower—Splendid large flower; one of the best yellows.
Lord Castiereagh—Very double; white, flushed with violet.
A beautiful spike and very fragrant.
La Tour d’Auvergne—Very early flowering, and the best of all double whites. Florets large and wax-like and spikes of immense size. Very early to bloom and the finest double Hyacinth for pots.
Noble Par Merite—Fine, compact spikes of large double flowers, as perfect as little roses. A soft shell-pink, gradually deepening into a deep peach carmine.
Othello—Fine deep indigo-black. A very fine and rare color of exceeding richness and beauty.
Price 30c. each; the 5 for 75c.

GRAND AND RARE SORTS.

Milton—Fine compact spike of great size and magnificent color, being a deep dark red of peculiar richness. This is one of the very choicest varieties.
Lord Anson—Fine large spikes, florets of perfect form; color soft blush lilac, delicate and pretty.
La Grandeur—The ideal double yellow variety. No other sort of the color can approach it in size and magnificence of spike, and clear yellow tone of color.
Prince Albert—A most charming variety, of rich indigo blue and large double flowers. One of the very best.
Prince of Orange—Extra large and magnificent spike. Color fine rose crimson.
Price 50c. each; the 5 for $1.50.

ABOVE 15 UNSURPASSED SORTS FOR $2.00.

Mixed Double Hyacinths—A fine mixture of all colors at 75c. per doz., $4.50 per 100.
The Narcissus.

The Narcissus is fast becoming a rival to the Hyacinth and Tulip. The massive spikes of the one and the vivacious colors of the other are missing, but the Narcissus—the Daffodil of the poet—is charm of its own to counterbalance these. For cutting or wearing it is the best of the three, being by far the best vase flower of the spring. Most of the garden sorts are among our best pot bulbs, their clustered stars and stately trumpets of white and cream, lemon, orange and yellow, giving variety, fragrance and warmth of color to our window gardens. In pots they may be had in bloom from Christmas until April. Out of doors, from the earliest to the latest, they last fully two months. Our collection is a particularly choice one and truetoname. We offer our bulbs at a low price to encourage extensive planting. Try a few bulbs both for the house and garden. They will prove so beautiful and increase so rapidly you will feel doubly repaid for your outlay. They can be grouped along the border of flower beds, in clumps of flower beds, or under trees. Everyone should have early, medium and late sorts, as well as some of each of different types.

10 FINE NARCISSUS, CHEAP.

**Leeds**—A lovely early sort, pure white perianth straw cup.

**Trumpet Major**—Golden yellow. One of the best for masses.

**Scoticae or Garland**—Perianth white, trumpet yellow. Extra for forcing.

**Stella**—A favorite vase or corsage flower. One of the best for house culture. Extra large, star-like flowers, creamy white, with clear yellow cup. Early.

**Princetis**—Large, trumpet-shaped flower of a pure white color throughout. The blossoms are of exquisite shape and tenuils, or nodding, unlike any other sort.

**Emperor**—Large, trumpet-shaped flower of a pure white color throughout. The blossoms are of exquisite shape and tenuils, or nodding, unlike any other sort.

**Incomparabilis Simplici**—The fine old golden Daffodil.

**Poeticus**—Pure white, with scarlet-edged crown. Very fragrant. Late, Dozen, 30c.; per 100, $1.50.

**Poeticus Ornatus**—The flower is large, of the most perfect shape, snow-white in color, with a crimson-borders cup. Not only is it the most beautiful Poeticus, but by far the most valuable, on account of its extreme earliness, blooming three weeks before the old sort. For winter forcing in pots it is best.

**Poeticus Poetarum**—Pure white, with orange scarlet cup. Price, 5c. each; any 5 for 25c.; the 10 for 50c., or 50c. per dozen.

**PAN OF NARCISSUS, BLOOMING IN WINTER.**

6 GRAND AND RARE NARCISSUS.

**Golden Glory**—Flower 4½ to 5 inches across and nearly as long. Petals of the perianth broad and smooth, long and widely flared trumpets, with deeply frilled and furrowed borders. Color, a deep golden yellow. Blooms early.

**Sir Walkins**—Is of the chalice-flower type, or half-trumpet form. A gigantic flower, 4 or 5 inches across, with broad wing-like petals that shade from canary yellow at the tips to golden yellow base. Cup, golden yellow.

**Golden Plover**—Large golden yellow, round shape, great size and beauty.

**Princetis Major**—Enormous large trumpet of the most beautiful form. Golden yellow, with great sulphur white perianth. One of the most lovely of all.

**Moschatus**—Large, trumpet-shaped flower of a pure white color throughout. The blossoms are of exquisite shape and tenuils, or nodding, unlike any other sort.

**Emperor**—Large, trumpet-shaped flower of a pure white color throughout. The blossoms are of exquisite shape and tenuils, or nodding, unlike any other sort.

**Cyclamen Flowered**—An elegant variety, bearing several white, Cyclamen-like flowers on a stem. Novel and perfectly elegant, especially for pots.

Price, 10c. each; any 5 for 50c., the 10 for $1.50.

**MIXED NARCISSUS.**

All sorts of Double and Single, many varieties, and will make a magnificent bed, blooming year after year. Per Dozen, 30c.; per 100, $1.50.
Polyanthus Narcissus.

They are considered the best of all Narcissus for pot culture, and by many esteemed the most beautiful. By starting the dry bulbs at intervals from September until January, a succession of flowers can be secured from Christmas until the first of May. No trouble to grow. Treat as you would Hyacinths. The flowers of this class are borne in large clusters, and are exceedingly fragrant, like orange blossoms.

Grand Solle d’Or This has every possible merit, without a fault. A medium early bloomer that lasts a full month in flower. Large clusters of exceedingly pretty flowers of a clear lemon with deep orange cup. Very fragrant.

Lord Ganning Extra fine of a deeper dark yellow color, the petals being a little lighter in shade than the cups.

Queen of Netherlands Very early, and extra large and fine. Pure white, exquisite fragrance.

Bathurst Fine pale yellow, delicate and beautiful, and contrasts finely with other colors. It is in fact so distinct as to be necessary to make any collection complete.

Newton Fine yellow, with deep orange cup. Extra fine bloomer, and early.

Paper White Grandiflora An improvement on the common Paper White. While the flower being about twice the size, of beautiful star-like form, pearly whiteness and delicious fragrance. It is a very early and prolific bloomer and can be had in full beauty at Christmas and New Year’s. One of the very best winter-blooming bulbs.

Double Roman This is grown so extensively in Palestine and Turkey that it is known as the Sacred Narcissus of Constantinople. In Jerusalem it is the leading favorite of all flowers. Flowers very double, pure white with yellow center, and borne in large clusters. Its fragrance is superb, and it blooms very early and freely either in pots or the open ground. A grand winter bloomer.

For winter blooming few bulbs are so popular and so largely known as the Paper White Grandiflora and Double Roman Narcissus. We have secured a quantity of bulbs of each, which are of extra size and strength, and will bloom in abundance of lovely flowers.

PRICE 6c. each, the 7 sorts for $5, or $5 per dozen.

Fine Double Narcissus.

Aurantius Beautiful garden-like flowers, and very double. The large outer petals are sulphur-yellow, the small center petals of sulphur and orange. Very early.

Albo Pleno Odorato A pale white flower of medium size, but very double. Late.

Incomparable Medium early. Large, handsome flowers, as double as a rose. Bright canary, interspersed with orange center petals.


Orange Phoenix Nearly pure white outer petals. Center well filled with mixed white and deep orange petals.

Van Sion Old, but unexcelled. Extra fine for cutting. Single, star-like petals and long, double trumpet, filled with beautiful crimped petals; golden yellow.

PRICE of above finest Double sorts, 6c.; each, the 6 at 25c.; any variety at 6c. per dozen.

Polyanthus Narcissus.

[Image of Polyanthus Narcissus]

Jonquils.

(Species of Narcissus.)

These dainty flowers are a gleam of gold when in bloom and large clumps or masses of them are always admired. They are extra fine for pots, from their beautiful color, profusion, and delightful fragrance and they flower very early in the window. In the garden they are perfectly hardy, and their lovely and delicious blossoms appear almost as soon as the Crocus. Plant a few at least. No garden complete without them.

Single—Very dainty blossoms of pure gold and such exquisite fragrance. Plant a good lot of them if possible. 3c. each; 5 for 10c.; 12 for 30c.

Double—Perfect little golden roses of the most exquisite beauty and fragrance. Nothing finer for bouquets. 5c. each; 3 for 15c.; 12 for 40c.

Giant Odoratus—We think this one of the finest yellow-flowered bulbs on our list. Flowers twice the size of other Jonquils, but retaining the same beautiful color and handsome shape, together with profusion of bloom. Its fragrance is lovely. Beyond description. This bulb is so eminently fine and so very dear every garden should be supplied with it. The much prized Golded-Scented Lily is an improved variety of this exquisite Jonquil. 5c. each; 3 for 15c.; 12 for 40c.

1 each of the 3 sorts for 15c.
Select Crocus.

The Crocus is the recognized harbinger of spring. Between the bulbs of late winter's tempest its brave little flowers first appear, mimicking not the least frosts or flurries of snow. For six weeks its bright flowers smile serenely at us, quite sure of their welcome. Their cost is so trifling that all can afford to plant them freely. The Crocus has been much improved late years in size of blooms and variety of colorings. Crocuses are extra fine for borders, etc., and are particularly charming dotted by two and threes over the lawn. When up, they come in earliest-spring and peep through the grass, as the wild flowers do in the meadow.

**Fine Mixed Crocus**—Of all colors. Fine, select bulbs, 10c. per dozen; 60c. per 100; $1.00 per 1000.

**Fancy Named Crocus.**

The following are extra fine named sorts of odd and beautiful colors:

- Dandy—Fine blue, white edged; lovely.
- Othello—Rich purple-black.
- Montbretia—Large snow-white grand.
- Purpurea Grandiflora—Rich purple; enormous.
- Cloth of Gold—Bright yellow, black spots.
- Van Speyk—Extra large, rich violet-purple, striped white; the finest of the large-flowered striped sorts.
- Sir John Bright—Lovely azure blue, large, fine flower, and a profuse bloomer.

15c. per dozen; $1.00 per 100; 8 each of the 7 sorts for 50c.; 12 each for 80c.

Giant Crocus.

A few special extra large-flowering sorts of which we offer extra fine bulbs for winter blooming.

- Giant White—Enormous pure white lily-like blossoms.
- Giant Yellow—Gigantic bulbs which produce large golden blossoms in great masses.
- Giant Striped (Lord Fielding)—Great blossoms beautifully striped violet on white ground.
- Giant Blue (Sir J. Franklin)—Largest and finest blue.

**Price of above Crocuses:** 2c. each; 20c. per dozen. One each of the 4 sorts for 30c.; 3 each for 50c.; 12 each for 80c.

Giant Yellow Crocus.

It is astonishing the amount of blooms a single bulb of this Crocus will furnish. The handsome flowers are very large and brilliant and a row of them is a wave of gold. Not another flower of its season makes such a display of brightness or becomes such a complete mass of bloom. More than twenty blooms have been counted from a single bulb.

Bulbs are about the size of a Tulip and bloom extra early.

3 for 5c.; 12 for 30c.; 100 for $1.40.

Giant Flowered Crocus.

This strain is a special mixture of the best new sorts and improved seedlings, prepared for us in Holland by those who make a specialty of these bulbs. Only those with the largest flowers and best colors are admitted in the mixture. Either for garden or house this Crocus mixture cannot be surpassed. Crocuses for the house do not thrive under dry heat or gas, but do well in any sunny window of moderate temperature. They can even be grown in rooms almost destitute of fire heat. This strain of Crocus will be to our customers a revelation of beauty such as they cannot anticipate. Try them, both in the garden and in pots, by all means. Do not miss the beautiful treat they will afford you. 15c. per dozen; $1.00 per 100.
Iris.

A most desirable garden flower, and in many respects one of the most charming and satisfactory. These varieties are all perfectly hardy and fine for the garden. Hispanica and Persica are fine also for winter blooming.

Hispanica—Magnificent plants both for pots and the garden. They bloom early and profusely, and are exceedingly showy. The colors are brilliant and cover a large range of different shades and combinations. Four or five bulbs planted in a 6-inch pot may make a beautiful display for a long time in winter, and are absolutely sure to bloom well in any situation. The lovely white forms in the open ground they are perfectly hardy, increase rapidly and make a magnificent display. It is really one of the most satisfactory fall-blooming plants. Very cheap. We advise our customers to plant them largely both for winter blooming and in the garden.

All Colors Mixed—2 for 6c.; 12 for $1.00. 3 each of the 5 sorts, 5c.

Pure White—Large and fine. 1c. each; 3 for 6c.

Pure Yellow—Rich deep golden. 2c. per dozen.

Blue—A fine rich blue.

Anglica—Very fine, with large broad-petaled flowers and rich colors. Blooms a little later than Hispanica. All colors, mixed, 3c. each; 4 for 6c.; 12 for 25c.

Persica—Exquisite large blossoms of a greyish color beautifully marked with peacock spots. 5c. each; 3 for 12c.

Germanica—Finest named sorts, mixed, 8c. each; 12 for 75c.

Kempferi—See our Spring Catalogue, page 27, for complete list of grand Japanese named sorts. 6c. each; 10c. dozen.

Snowdrops.

The earliest flower that blooms, and of such hardiness that it minds neither sleet nor snow. Exceedingly graceful and beautiful, its nodding white flowers touched with green. Snowdrops bloom a few days before the Crocus and Siberian Scilla, but last until these are nearly gone. It is especially fine when planted in clumps and masses to contrast with the deep blue masses of the Scilla. Much used also for lawns.

Elwesi, The Giant Snowdrop—As we now, March 20th, sit at our desk with a dainty little bunch of this Snowdrop before us, picked from a large bed of it on the lawn, we can fully realize what a gem it is. The grace and beauty of the large blossoms is enchanting, but what can we say of its fragrance, it is rich and so delicate, unlike any other flower, and really second to none. This fine new Snowdrop was introduced recently from the mountains of Smyrna. It is three times as large and fine as the common Snowdrop, and a great acquisition, either for the garden or for pots. For winter blooming it is just superb, its large, snowy flowers appearing in profusion, and showing great beauty and airy grace. Price, 2 for 6c.; 12 for $1.00.

Double Giant—A double form of the Snowdrop, very beautiful. 4c. each; 3 for 8c.; 12 for 25c.

Crown Imperials.

This magnificent bulb of gigantic size breaks ground with the Crocus, and at once attracts attention. They grow so rapidly that in a few days they stand three feet high, crowned with a tuft of elegant foliage and half a dozen large, bell-shaped, drooping blossoms of white and yellow. They add grace to the Winter Garden and show a large and beautiful as Lilies. A grand bulb for early blooming. Each, 6c.; 12 for 30c.; 100 for $3.

Single Red—Large and early. Each, 6c.; 12 for 30c.; 100 for $3.

Single Yellow—Clear and fine. (The two for 25c.)... 12c.
Freesias.

A new class of Bulbs, splendidly adapted for winter blooming, and are, we believe, the most popular winter blooming Bulbs for amateurs. They are always sure to succeed and bloom elegantly for anyone in any situation, and the great beauty and fragrance of the flowers are everywhere admired, almost as another winter bloomer is. The blossoms or buds when cut and placed in vases of water will keep perfect two weeks. In pots they commence blooming early and continue for a long time, the stems branching freely and producing several clusters of bloom in succession. Four to six bulbs can be planted in a five inch pot. They commence growth immediately after planting and need not be put away to form roots like Hyacinths, unless it is more convenient to do so. Planting successively from September to November will give a succession of bloom through the winter. We cannot too earnestly urge customers to plant this charming winter flower. Their free growth, abundant bloom, delicate beauty and charming fragrance will be a surprise and delight to all. The bulbs we supply are extra large and strong.

Various Colored Cranflora This grand new strain is the finest of all Freesias, possessing tints, colors and variegations not before seen. Not only are the white and yellow colors seen, but pink, orange, violet, primrose, canary and some purple shades so deep and rich as to be almost red. The flowers are of gigantic size and borne in extra large clusters. The fragrance is rich and powerful. All colors mixed, 5c, each; 6 for 25c; 12 for 35c; 25 for 60c.

Refracta Alba—Pure white, very sweet and popular. Fine large bulbs. 2 for 5c; 15c per dozen; $1.25 per 100.

Leichtlini Major—Rich orange yellow and white. 2 for 5c; 15c per dozen.

Clant Bermuda—A magnificent strain. Flowers very large and freely produced. 2 for 5c; 20c per doz.; $1.50 per 100.

Mammoth French—Bulbs of enormous size. The magnitude of bloom which one of these bulbs will give will be perfectly astonishing. For winter blooming they are immense. 5c each; 3 for 10c; 12 for 35c.
Oxalis.

These varieties of Oxalis are all for winter blooming. They make the most beautiful hanging pots and baskets, producing a mass of flowers all winter, which, in brilliant and beautiful colors, are truly charming. Winter-blooming Oxalis are always sure to please. Plant five or six bulbs in a six-inch pot. They commence growth immediately after planting and need not be set away to form roots like most other bulbs. They bloom during the entire winter, a thing we can expect of very few plants or bulbs, and are for that reason doubly worthy of a place in every collection of winter-blooming bulbs. Our bulbs are particularly fine, and the Grand Duchess, Bermuda Buttercup, and Versicolor, will be found to be exceedingly showy and free blooming.

Bermuda Buttercup. A fine, robust-growing, large flowering sort from Bermuda. Blooms in enormous panicles, each flower being as large as a silver half-dollar and of a clear bright yellow color. Bulbs commence blooming soon after planting and continue all winter without a break. Easily grown in any window and a most satisfactory winter bloomer.

Multiflora Alba. A good sort producing pure white blossoms.

Flava. Another fine new sort, with large beautiful cut or "crow-foot" leaves and gigantic blossoms of finest lemon yellow.

Bow. Extra large brilliant red blossoms and luxuriant foliage. One of the very best.

Lutea Major. Bright golden yellow in large clusters. One of the most magnificent.

Versicolor. The prettiest of all. Beautiful foliage and compact growth with an abundance of large pearly white blossoms, each petal having a wide border of brilliant scarlet, a combination which is truly charming.

Double Yellow (or Double Buttercup Oxalis). This is exactly like the above except its blossoms are perfectly double like a rose. One of the finest of all flowers for winter blooming. A great acquisition.

**Price of all the above 5c each; 3 of any one kind for 10c; 10 for 30c. One bulb each of the 7 rare sorts 25c.**

Mixed Oxalis, 25 Sorts—A fine mixture of a great variety of fine winter-blooming sorts. 25c. per doz. $1.00 per 100.

---

The Grand Duchess Oxalis.

This is entirely new, offered last year for the first time. There is no doubt of its being the grandest sort known. Blossoms immense, 2 to 3 inches across, borne well above the foliage, and of the most lovely pink color; leaves, large, clover-shaped and handsome. A most persistent bloomer, remaining constantly in flower from November to June. Surely one of the most exquisite and satisfactory of all winter blooming bulbs. We have two new colors to offer this year.

**Oxalis grand duchess.**

Grand Duchess Pink—Enormous size, bright scarlet pink. Finest novelty last year, and was widely advertised. It is one of the best and most beautiful flowers for winter. 30c. each; 3 for 25c.; 7 for 50c.

Grand Duchess White—New; pure snow white. A grand contrast to the above. 25c. each; 3 for 20c.

Grand Duchess Lavender—New; large and of a fine lavender color, unlike any other oxalis. 30c. each; 3 for 24c.
Giant Ranunculus.

We know of no other low-priced bulb that is so shamefully neglected. Their long, wiry stems sit them admirably for cutting, and for late-spring bedding they have few equals, blooming as they do, so freely, and bridging over the gap between the Tulips and the early garden flowers. For this purpose plant them three or four inches apart and two inches deep, with the claws downward. They bear the most lovely flowers imaginable—pink, white, black, yellow, red, blush and variegated, each about two inches in diameter, and as double and as perfectly imbricated as a Dahlia or Rose. After the foliage turns yellow the bulbs should be lifted and not replaced until late in the fall, or they will spring up before winter. Always choose a sheltered location. For house culture plant five or six bulbs in a 5-inch pot, and treat as Hyacinths. They are charming winter bloomers.

Mont Blanc—Large and double; pure white.
Fire Ball—Fine double, scarlet.
Apollo—Magnificent yellow.
Black Turban—Large, double, black; odd and superb.
Belladonna—Rose, black edge.
Rockolico—Fine spotted new and fine.
Robinson—Fine pure rose; extra.

PRICE 5c. each; 3 for 10c.; the 7 for 20c.; 50c. per dozen.

Giant French Mixed—A grand new strain of large flowering habit, and the most magnificent colors. Price, 2 for 5c.; 12 for 30c.

Amaryllis Regina.

The queenly beauty of this superb Amaryllis has given it the name of Regina (Queen) Amaryllis or Queen Lily. That it is a fine winter bloomer also adds much to its merits. Bulbs large and strong, ready to commence growth as soon as potted, and will soon bloom. Flowers very large, beautiful wide-open or spreading shape. Color soft litchi-scarlet with white center or throat. The charming curious anther shape of the flower makes this one of the choicest of the large and celebrated race of Amaryllis species. For winter blooming this is one of the real gems, ranking in beauty and value with Lilium Harrisii, Sacred Lily, or in fact, any of the well-known favorites. 5c. each; 3 each for 9c.; 12 each for $1.00.

Black Calla.

Strictly a winter bloomer and will bloom no other time. Its flowers are enormous, fully a foot in length; color, clear coal-black, so intense that it really shows a brilliancy, and as may well be imagined, it is a flower of most striking oddity and beauty. A person who possesses a bulb of this Calla has, indeed, a treasure which will be the envy of the entire neighborhood. The bulbs are large, and should be potted in the fall, and when growth commences set in a window. After blooming the foliage will die down, and the bulb should be kept dry for planting again in the fall. In addition to its great beauty and oddity, it has a fine fragrance. It is a native of the Holy Land. Bulbs of mammoth size, 30c. each; 3 for 50c.

Grape Hyacinths.

One of the sweetest little flowers imaginable, and in masses very striking, making a wave of intensest blue that catches every eye. As hardy as an oak, and as it increases rapidly should be planted in every garden. Its spikes are just the size for button-hole bouquets, while its long stems enable it to be used to advantage in all bouquets or cut-flower work. If you want a "pot of blue," that will make your window a thing of beauty for a month in midwinter, plant half a dozen bulbs in a 5-inch pot, and treat as other Hyacinths, and you will have your desire. They never fail to bloom, each bulb sending up two flower-stalks that rise to a uniform height.

Sky Blue—The most fairy-like of spring flowers.
Indigo Blue—Fine deep indigo tipped white.
Snow White—Long spikes of milky-whiteness.

5c. each; 50c. per dozen; $1.00 per 10c.; 3 each of the 3 sorts, 15c.; 12 each for $1.00.
Chinese Sacred Lily.

Of all winter flowers the Sacred Lilies are probably the most popular and universally grown. Few flowers equal them in beauty and fragrance, and none in free growing and blooming qualities.

**Chinese Sacred Lily**—This is the one great winter-blooming bulb which is more eagerly sought after than any other. The bulbs are very large, and each one sends up from five to twelve spikes which bear clusters of large, perfect, waxy-white blossoms with a yellow center, and of a powerful and delicious fragrance, which is not excelled by any flower. They grow well in pots of soil; but the most popular way of blooming them is the Chinese method, as follows: Fill a bowl or some similar vessel with pebbles, in which place the bulb, setting it about one-half its depth, so that it will be held firmly; then fill with water to the top of the pebbles, and place in a warm, sunny window. The bulb will at once commence a rapid growth and bloom in two or three weeks. Our bulbs are expected to arrive from China in September. Orders for them will be booked and the bulbs sent out as soon as they arrive. To make sure of getting the best bulbs, order as early as possible this fall. 15c. each; 3 for 45c.; 6 for 75c.

**Japanese Double Sacred Lily**—This is very fine, with large clusters of double blossoms. Offered last year for the first and sure to become very popular. Pure white with orange center. 15c. each; 3 for 30c.; 12 for $1.00.

**Golden Sacred Lily**—As compared with the Chinese Sacred Lily this produces a much larger flower, though the bulb is smaller. Its fragrance is even better and its color a deep, glowing yellow. 6c. each; 2 for 10c.; 6 for 50c.

*One each of the three for 20c.*

Cyclamen Giganteum.

Few pot plants are so desirable as Cyclamen, especially for winter blooming. Though they are universal favorites, they are not seen in general cultivation to the extent that they should be, considering their ease of culture, great beauty and long season of bloom. Bulbs commence blooming in the fall and continue in the greatest perfection till June, each flower keeping perfect a month before fading, and a good bulb will show at all times from 12 to 50 well-developed blossoms. They are of the most delicately beautiful colors, ranging from dark red to white, delicate blush and pink shades prevailing. Often the flower will be spotted and marked, or in other ways showing two distinct colors. All colors mixed, fine home-grown bulbs, 30c. each; 3 for 90c.; 7 for $1.00.

**Ornithogalum Arabicum.**

It is a native of Arabia. Bulb large and solid, closely resembling that of Hracein, and requiring exactly the same culture: leaves long and narrow, flower spikes 18 to 24 inches high, strong and graceful, bearing an immense cluster of large, pearly-white flowers, having a jet-black center. The illustration gives a good idea of its great beauty. The individual flowers keep perfect many weeks before fading, so that for more than a month this grand spike of blossom is in full glory. Its durability is almost without equal among flowers. Add to this its delicate aromatic fragrance and we have a winter bloomer which all must admit stands without a rival. Its culture is the easiest, as it will grow in any position in any window. A bulb can be planted in a four-inch pot, or several in a larger pot or box. Extra large bulbs, 10c. each; 3 for 25c.
Fritillaria Meleagris.
The newer varieties of this charming bulbous plant produce flowers of great and peculiar beauty and they are really among the most desirable of all fall bulbs for any purpose. They are superb for flowering in pots during winter, and for early spring blooming in the garden. The larger, curiously colored flowers always attract great attention. They are of various colors and shades, but all are regularly and distinctly checkered. 2 for 3½; 5½ per dozen.

Triteleia Uniflora.
This is the "Starflower," now becoming so popular for both winter and spring blooming. The flowers are white, tipped and faintly striped blue, and are remarkably sweet-scented. A fine window plant if several bulbs are planted in a pot, as they bloom steadily for two months, and need no fussing with to succeed. One of the most charming fairy-like white flowers for winter. Price, 2 for 5½; 20c. per dozen.

Erythronium Hartwegii.
This new variety is the finest yet introduced and should be extensively planted for winter blooming as well as for the garden. Perfectly hardy. Flowers very large, light yellow borne on long, slender stems, each bulb sending up 5 or 6 blooms as shown in cut. foliage as well as the blossoms is exceedingly handsome and several bulbs will make a most unique and graceful pot of bloom. Fine large bulbs, 6c each; 3 for 15c; 12 for 50c.

Camassia Esulcata.
A beautiful bulbous plant with tall spikes of fine blue flowers in late spring. Several can be planted in a pot together for winter blooming and will make a fine display. In the garden they increase rapidly and soon show great masses of their star-like flowers. Fine to cut for vases or large bouquets. A remarkably fine winter-blooming often called Celestial Lily. Try a good lot of them, both for pots and the garden. 3c each; 4 for 15c; 12 for 25c.

Seilla Siberica.
Hardy and fine. Blooms at the very edge of winter, and at times before storms and sleet. Beautiful spikes of deepest blue flowers, freely produced and for a long time. Everyone who possesses a few of these bulbs ought to grow this. It should always be planted in groups, either in house or open ground. Not suited for pots. 2 for $2; 15c. per dozen; $1 per 10.

Calochortus.
The flowers are very large, borne on long stems and are the most charming butterfly colors, white, yellow, buff, crimson, purple, spotted and shaded in a charming manner. For winter bloom they require only to be potted or in a five-inch pot, and treated like Hyacinths or Crocuses. When in bloom they will be a marvel of beauty and last a long time. Splendid Mixed—All colors large and small. 2 for 5½; 12 for 25c.

Anemones.
Very beautiful and brilliant spring flowering bulbs, which should be found in all gardens. They possess a beautiful range of very fine colors, such as brilliant scarlet, red, blue, rose, striped, crimson, etc. For pot culture they are very fine indeed. The time has now come for Anemones to be grown extensively, both for winter blooming and for the garden. For either purpose they are most in season. Separate Mixed—All colors. 3 for 5c; 12 for 25c.

Ster of Bethlehem.
A superb bulb for winter blooming in pots, or for the garden. Perfectly hardy, and blooms early in spring. Flowers star-shaped, pure white, and borne in clusters. For pots it blooms a long time in midwinter and is very attractive. Try it by all means, both for garden and for pots; it will be sure to please you greatly. 2 for 5c; 12 for 25c.
Brodiaecas.
These are well adapted for winter blooming. The flowers are of various forms, colors and sizes, all exceedingly interesting and beautiful, and of the easiest culture. In the open ground they are hardly with slight protection, but their greatest value lies in the showy effects in pots. They are so little known or cultivated that they are exceedingly interesting as pot plants. Their flowers are old and beautiful and produced freely. Mixed bulbs of all sorts. 2 for 5c.; 3¢. per dozen.

Lily of the Valley.
We offer strong imported pips that have been grown especially for winter blooming. Plant half a dozen in a four-inch pot, keep rather cool until well started, then bring to the light and warmth, and keep freely supplied with water. You will be surprised at the rapidity of growth and the size of their lovely, fragrant bells. 6 for 25c.; 12 for 40c.; 30 for $1.00.

Ixias.
The Ixias produce their beautiful flowers in spikes, and are of the most dazzling and brilliant colors and sure to attract great attention. For pot culture in the house they give great satisfaction, being of easy culture and free bloomers. Half a dozen bulbs may be planted in a five-inch pot, and the display will be magnificent. For open ground culture they will bloom with leaves or straw. Mixed all colors, 2 for 5c.; 3¢. per dozen.

Snowflake.
The airy poised blossoms of the Snowflake are exceedingly graceful. The snowy bells are touched at each petal tip with freshest green, a contrast most beautiful. They can be grown in a cool window, in the border, or at the foot of the rockery. Grow about nine inches high. For pots they are good, but do not bloom early. Give them time to develop slowly and they will be superb. 5c. each; 3 for 10c.; 12 for 3¢.

Cockade Hyacinth.
A real curiosity. First, a frizzed, cockade-like spike, an inch or two in length, appears above the soil, and as it slowly rises on its long stalk, it becomes five or six times as long as at first, developing into a long, feathery blue plume, and lasting for weeks in that condition. One of those pretty, odd things that everybody likes. Perfectly hardy in the garden, and fine for pots. In fact, one of the best and oldest winter flowers. 5c. each; 3 for 10c.; 12 for 3¢.

Hyacinthus Belgicus.
A distinct species, with graceful spikes of good-sized bell-shaped blossoms. It is equally adapted to garden or pots, producing a mass of bloom that is very striking and beautiful. Should be planted in masses to produce the best effect. Five or six bulbs may be planted in a five-inch pot, and will need no more care than other hyacinths. There are three colors, white, pink and violet. Price of mixed bulbs, 5c. each; 3 for 10c.; 12 for 3¢.

Chionodoxa.
(Glory of the Snow.)
The purest, clearest tones of blue are to be found in these flowers, that appear so early that they are often overtaken by winter's last frosts. Blue is always a scarce color among house plants, and as the Chionodoxa succeed well in the house, a pot or two of them should be grown in every window. Their greatest value, however, is for garden planting. Here they form great clumps that in early spring are a cloud of flouncy blue sprays. Mixed colors, 2 for 5c.; 3¢. per dozen.
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**Childs' Dwarf Ever-blooming Calla.**

This is of a dwarf habit, and does not grow tall and scraggly like the old variety, but is strong and compact, with a great abundance of lustrous dark green foliage. It is a true everbloomer, its flowers appearing in great abundance both summer and winter when grown in pots, or it will bloom profusely all summer long in open ground, and being potted in September will continue blooming without intermission all winter. The same plant will grow and bloom for years without once ceasing, and the quantity of bloom which a good plant will produce is astonishing. It is estimated that six plants of the old sort will not produce so many flowers in the course of a year as will one plant of this new dwarf variety. A large plant is hardly ever without one or more flowers, and its dwarf, compact habit makes it a much more desirable pot plant than the old variety. Its flowers are of large size and snowy white in color. Price—First size, extra large, 35c. each; 3 for $1.05; second size, 15c. each.

**Black Calla.**

For full description see page 18. Fine large bulbs 25c. each.

**New Sweet-Scented Calla, Fragrans.**

Probably the greatest novelty of the year. It is identical with Childs' Dwarf Everblooming, possessing the additional charm of delicious fragrance. This new Calla was originated by Luther Burbank, of Cal., who speaks of it thus: "The plants are of medium size, compact in growth and bloom profusely. It has not only a most charming flower, produced in a profusion never before surpassed, but also with a genuine, sweet, lasting fragrance all its own, but similar to the fragrance of Violets or Lilies," 75c. each.

**Calla, Little Gem.**

A perfect miniature Calla, growing 8 or 12 inches high, and producing perpetually very large snow-white blossoms. It is in truth a perfect little Gem. 15c. each.

**California Giant Calla.**

Large-flowering Callas, which come from California, are now extensively grown and very popular. The buds are of large size, start quickly, and are soon in bloom. 25c. each; 3 for 75c. One each of the 3 Callas for $1.25.
Select Liliium Harrisii,
OR BERMUDA EASTER LILY.

Large pure white, trumpet-shaped flowers of great beauty and fragrance; as a winter bloomer nothing can surpass it. Plant in six to eight inch pots of good soil and treat like other winter blooming bulbs. It is impossible to describe the charming beauty of this Lily as a pot plant.

Price—Extra strong bulbs of enormous size, which will give magnificent results, 50c, each, 3 for $1.25; good flowering bulbs, 50c, each, 3 for 50c.

**Lilian Candidum.**

This fine Lily produces from six to thirty lovely waxy-white blossoms, which have the most delicious fragrance of all Lilies. It is one of the most charming winter flowers, and sure to bloom freely. Treat same as L. Harrisii. Extra strong bulbs of enormous size, 50c, each; 3 for 75c.

**IMPERIAL GERMAN.**

**Select Pansy Seed.**

Pansy seed is best sown in September or October, to get the best plants for early spring blooming, and will always winter well, ready to start blooming as soon as spring opens. Our seed is extra select and extra fine.

**IMPERIAL GERMAN PANSIES.**

Introduced by us several years ago, and now favorites the world over. Many inferior stocks have been placed on the market under the name, but, as the introducers, we may be depended upon to furnish the true variety. Large flowers of the finest coloring: stout, robust, bushy growth, withstanding heat and producing fine, large flowers during the entire summer. Flowers of great substance and beauty.

Per pkt.

- **Gloriosa Perfecta**—An indescribably lovely flower; a reddish steel blue, with distinct red and white rim. 10
- **Snow Fairy**—Grand snow-white blooms, profusely borne. Fine for cemeteries. 10
- **Black Knight**—A large Pan of lily blackness. 10
- **Thunder Cloud**—Another grand Pansy of most unusual markings: large, coal-black flowers, each with red and white rim. Extra fine. 10
- **Azure Blue**—A clear, lovely shade, very fine for bedding. 10
- **Emperor William**—Elegant deep blue, very useful for bouquet making. 10
- **Little Red Riding Hood**—A good advance toward the bright red Pansy of the future. A rich reddish color, some of them very brilliant and showy. Only a portion of the seeds come true to character. 10
- **Deep Yellow**—A fine color for bedding. 10
- **Odler, or Five Spotted, Mixed**—Beautifully spotted flowers, a peculiar variety. 10
- **Large Spotted, Mixed**—On white, yellow and reddish grounds. Very fine. 10
- **Lord Beaconsfield**—True. Flowers of great substance and size, shading from deep yellow at the center to the palest azure blue at the edge of the upper petals. Unlike any other Pansy and extra fine for cutting. 10
- **Marbled**—Beautifully marbled, various shades. 10
- **Striped**—Very showy and striking flowers, distinctly striped and shaded. 10
- **Bronze Perfecta**—A unique color, hard to describe. Exquisite to combine with the deep blue and purple Pansies in cut-flower work. 10
- **Mixed Seed**—Of more than fifty distinct shades of Imperial German, including those described above. 10

Fine packet each at above fifteen Imperial Germans for $1.00.

**CLAY EXCELSIOR PANSY.**

It is impossible to do justice to these lovely flowers in a printed description. Cold type cannot convey an idea of the indescribable richness, the varied and exquisite coloring, the large size, perfect form, and great substance of the blossoms. Plants are compact and bushy, and produce great quantities of flowers, borne well above the foliage on strong stems. Owing to their vigor this strain withstands the hot and dry weather better than any other variety, and produces its great, beautiful blossoms in profusion all summer. Over a hundred different shades and combinations of colors have been counted in one bed of this strain...
Seed for Winter Blooming

We have made extensive experiments with all quick blooming annuals, and to our surprise and delight find that some of them make the most beautiful pots of winter flowers that it is possible to have. Of the following kinds seed can be sown in pots of good soil at any time from November 1st to January 1st. They will germinate quickly, grow rapidly, and be in bloom in a surprisingly short time, and the pleasure which they will afford it is impossible to anticipate. It is not possible to find any winter flower which will in true beauty and loveliness surpass some of these.

**Alyssum, Little Gem**—An improved variety: much larger flowers of a pure white, and if possible more floriferous than the old. Sweet. Plant is also more robust and spreading, a single plant forming a thick mat of flowers and foliage 12 to 15 inches across. Per pkt., 10c.

**Cheiranthus, Fairy Queen**—Flowers are borne in spikes and are very gay and pretty, being of bright crimson and lilac colors. Per pkt., 10c.

**Diamond Flower**—It is one of the loveliest little annuals known, rarely growing over two inches in height, and forms a tuft of beautiful foliage which is completely smothered in a profusion of white and violet blossoms glowing like diamonds. It will be in bloom within a month from the time of sowing the seed at any time of year. For pot culture in winter it is just superb. Sprinkle a few seeds in a small pot or a saucer, or in pots where other plants are growing, and within a month you will have a most charming mat of foliage and flowers—covering the surface of the soil like moss. Per pkt., 10c.

**Lobelia Goldilocks**—A compact low-growing variety, the foliage of which is golden yellow and is most charmingly set off by hundreds of blossoms of the brightest, deepest blue, with a pure white eye. Per pkt., 10c.

**Marigold, Legion of Honor**—A dwarf gem, and one of the prettiest pot plants, blooming in a month after the seed starts. Attracts great attention. Per pkt., 10c.

**Morning Glories**—For winter blooming. Seed sown at any time during the winter will commence blooming in about thirty days and when the plants are only three to four inches high, and continue for months. The flowers remain open all day, from morning until night, making as pretty a pot of flowers as you can imagine. The cut represents a pot of them one day from the time of sowing the seed. They are in no respect hard to grow, and will succeed in any window. Per pkt., 10c.

**Nicotiana Decurrans**—Its long tubular star-pointed flowers are pure white, exceedingly fragrant and very profusely borne. It is one of the few plants that will flower well without a single ray of direct sunshine, and, for shaded north windows, is invaluable. Per pkt., 10c.

**Nasturtium, Empress of India**—This is most desirable on account of its beautiful dark-colored foliage and great profusion of large bright red blossoms. Per pkt., 5c.

**Rhodanthe**—For charming grace and beauty few flowers can surpass this. It blooms in about forty days from the time of sowing the seed, and as the flowers are everlasting they never fade. Per pkt., 5c.

**Schizanthus, Childs’ Winter Blooming, Mixed Colors**—No flower in our conservatories last winter attracted as much attention as did a few pots of this superb annual. Plants grow freely and flowers appear in large drooping racemes and resemble some species of Orchids. Try it, and you will have a pot of as novel and beautiful a flower as you ever saw. Per pkt., 10c.

**Shoo-Fly Plant**—It is claimed that flies will not stay in a room where it is growing if they can conveniently escape, though without any about that repelles them is not clear, as the plant or flower has no color. Aside from this most remarkable quality it is a most beautiful flowering plant, and blooms in a very short time (60 days) from seed. It is particularly valuable as a winter bloomer, the blossoms being large cup-shaped, and of a lovely light blue color with a white center. Per pkt., 10c.

**Verbascum, Ocidentalis**—Blossoms very large, richest golden yellow in color, closely resembling a Cosmos, and borne on long, graceful stems. Per pkt., 5c.

One pkt. each of the 12 sorts for only 60c.
BEAUTIFUL WINTER-BLOOMING PLANTS.

We offer on this and the three following pages a few plants which are particularly adapted to Winter Blooming. We have a good stock of fine, well-grown plants, all of which have been carefully grown for Winter use. Do not omit to try a few of them, especially the Otaheite Orange, Swainsonia, Roses, Abutilons, and some of the lovely Vines and Foliage Plants.

Winter Blooming Roses.

The following are the finest and sweetest winter-blooming Roses and we supply fine, strong plants grown especially for winter display:

Winter Gem—New; offered now for the first time. A Tea Rose of remarkably strong and vigorous growth and a prodigious bloomer all the year. It flowers all the time during winter, hence its name. The blossoms are borne on long, graceful stems, are of large size and of a lovely crimson-pink color. Buds perfectly exquisite. It is the strongest, hardest, most vigorous and rapid growing Tea Rose in cultivation. Strong plants, 3c. each.

Champion of the World. The Rose for everybody. It commences to bloom as soon as potted from the propagating bench, and continues in the greatest profusion all the time, both summer and winter. One plant of it will produce more flowers during the year than ten plants of any common Rose. It is always in full bloom. It is the most healthy and vigorous Rose in cultivation, for its handsome, rank foliage has never been known to mildew under any conditions. It has the most delicious and powerful rose fragrance, which is maintained during the whole year. Its blossoms are perfectly double to the winter, and of the most perfect shape, both in bud and blossoms, while its color is a degree of loveliness which few Roses can equal, bearing a rich, deep, rose pink, darker and richer than Hermes, and a shade the delicate richness of which is seldom seen. Its size is very large for an everbloomer, often as large and fine as La France, or the best hybrid perpetuals. Strong, well-rooted plants for winter blooming, 3c. each.

Climbing Meteor—Buds exquisite; flowers, large, beautifully shaped and of that rich, dark, velvety crimson color seen only in the Jacqueminiot. For winter blooming it is just the Rose to train upon a conservatory or bay window, where its exquisite blossoms will show to wonderful advantage. 20c. each.

Climbing Bride. Like Climbing Meteor, but pure white, very large, double, perfect and fragrant. 20c. each.

Highland Mary A sport from Acrepena, which originated in Canada, and, like that fine old variety, is a persistent bloomer both summer and winter, with a stronger and better growth; flowers double the size and exceedingly sweet. As to color it is without exception the most exquisite and delicately colored Rose we ever saw. Blossoms beautifully cupped, each petal being white with a delicate lemon tinge; just enough to make it perfectly exquisite. But this is not all; each petal is also bordered with a delicate band of pink, which, blending with the white and lemon tinge, makes a combination which is truly fascinating. No other rose in the world like it. It will bloom all the time, either in the garden or in pots, is hardly in the open ground with slight protection, and is most exquisite variety for cutting. 25c. each.

SPECIAL OFFER: One each of these five grand Winter Blooming Roses for $1.00.

For complete list of our fine Roses, see Spring Catalogue, pages 35 to 39. We sell all common Roses at 10c. each.
New Abutilons.

Unlike the ordinary Abutilons of scraggy growth, they are very compact and short jointed, making a neat pot plant. The flowers are the most beautiful we have seen among Abutilons, being very large yet short and beautifully cupped and of the most lovely colors. It is safe to say that these varieties will produce five times as much bloom as others.

Infanta Eulalia—This is perfection itself. Plants dwarf and short jointed, producing exquisite large cupped blossoms by the score from the time the plant is four inches high. Blooms all the time, summer and winter. Color a most beautiful soft satin-pink.

Wm. McKinley—Like the above except in color, which is a beautiful clear lemon yellow of exquisite loveliness.

Price 90c. each; the two for 9c.

Verbena Mayflower.

We can furnish fine plants propagated from the original plant of this great new Verbena. Its great merits are color and fragrance like the Trailing Arbutus or Mayflower. The greatest novelty this year. 1c, each; 3 for 30c; 6 for 50c.

Otaheite Orange.

An extra fine pot plant with glossy green leaves, the true fragrant orange blossoms and abundant little bright oranges that will hang on the little bush like balls of gold for six months after they are ripe. They will bloom and fruit in a two-inch pot, and we have seen a plant in a common window, that was but 13 inches high and had 23 oranges on it. When good sunlight they are never out of fruit from one year's end to another, and at least two-thirds of the time are in flower also. The fruit is very sweet and handsome. Could we have but one plant in our window it would be an Otaheite Orange. In beauty, grace and fragrance there is nothing like its delicate leafy sprays of blooms, so indescribably exquisite, dainty, lovely, and desirable. Fine plants for blooming and fruiting at once. 20c. each; 3 for 50c.

Begonia, Vernon.

No other kinds of flowering Begonias can begin to compare with the varieties of B. Vernon for beauty and constant bloom. They are so much superior to others that we have concluded to offer none but these. Plants flower perpetually all the year round, the plants being completely covered with bloom at all times, especially during winter.

Crimson—Produce a profusion of dark crimson flowers.

White—Splendid large blossoms, pure white.

Pink—Lovely blush and pink shades. In other respects exactly like the above, and a plant of perpetual beauty.

Yellow Leaved—This new variety of Begonia Vernon has pure white blossoms slightly shaded or bordered with exquisite silky silks, while the foliage is of a charming yellowish color. The flowers are borne perpetually.

Begonia Erfordie—A most lovely sort, and a great bloomer the year round either in pots or garden. It has large clusters of light pink blossoms, resembling large Tuberosus-rooted varieties. It is a fine grower and a superb sort.

Price 25c. each; the 5 for 50c; or $1.00 per dozen.
Swainsonia, (Swanflower).

A new plant for winter blooming. It will be hard to name a plant now in cultivation which can equal it in beauty and good qualities. It has a most beautiful fern-like foliage, and blooms every day in the year, its blossoms being the shape and nearly the size of Sweet Peas and borne in great clusters of twenty to forty. The plant is a free and rapid grower, beginning to bloom in three or four weeks from cuttings, and continuing for years. It is easier to grow and manage than a Geranium. We believe there is no plant so easy to grow, or one that thrives and blooms under all conditions as does this charming Swainflower.

Pure White—Large, milky white—exquisite—Deep Red—Fine dark red, with large white blotches.

Price, 30c. each; the two for 50c.

Genista, Shower of Gold.

As a plant for late winter and early spring blooming (especially for Easter), it is almost without an equal. Flowers golden yellow, very fragrant, and borne in large, drooping racemes, and in such quantity as to almost hide leaf and branch—most truly a "Shower of Gold." It is one of the easiest plants to grow, we ever saw, and is absolutely sure to bloom profusely in any window. As a plant for rare beauty, delightful fragrance and ease of culture it has no superior, and should adorn every home. 25c. each; 3 for 50c.

Bridal Rose—(Rubus Floribunda).

A remarkable plant with leaves resembling a blackberry in shape; its flowers are produced during the winter, and are as double as a Peony and almost as large. Color, pure white, and when a plant; one or two feet high shows a score or more of these enormous flowers, which, if often do, the sight is most novel and attractive. New and little known. Will create a sensation anywhere. 25c. each; 3 for 50c.

Oxalis Ortgiesi.

One of the few pot plants that will bloom every day in the year. A robust but neat-habited grower with pretty three-lobed leaves of a dark olive green above and shining crimson purple beneath. The flowers are freely borne in clusters on long stems above the foliage. They are star-like and of a clear golden yellow. A most unique and beautiful pot plant. 25c. each; 3 for 50c.

Canna, Star 1891.

As a pot plant for blooming, both summer and winter, this Canna has already become recognized as the most valuable and important flowering plant, among those who know it. It is utterly impossible to have a plant which is more easily grown or more effective in bloom. The enormous panicles of flowers are borne continually, even on plants which are only a foot or two in height, and in small pots is indeed marvelous, and the intense color of the blossom makes such plants objects of great beauty. 25c. each.

New Foliage Canna, Rainbow

A most magnificent novelty. Each leaf is beautifully variegated with pink, scarlet, orange, grey, green, etc. In habit of growth it is superb. It hardly reaches the height of three feet, and is compact, with numerous leaves, which are wide, very and graceful; in this respect more charming than any other Canna. Aside from its beauty and usefulness as a garden ornament, it is still grander in pots for the window, and makes a specimen plant which nothing, not even Fancy Caladiums, can surpass. 25c. each; 3 for 60c.
Choice Window Vines.

Nothing is better for winter as window plants than the choice flowering Vines here offered. They will all do well, the plants being now large and strong.

**Childsia Wercklei, or Treasure Vine**—New, and a beautiful climbing composite, suitable for cool, shady windows or verandas. While it will grow to the height of 10 feet, it blooms profusely when very small, its flowers being like a clematis in shape, but intense scarlet in color, which, added to its foliage and natural grace of growth, makes one of the most elegant flowering plants ever seen. It is a quick, robust grower and so hardy and vigorous that it will stand any amount of abuse. Specimens which we sent to the Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew attracted great attention, and it has been decided to call it Treasure Vine on account of its great value scientifically. Childsia Wercklei. It is a fine winter bloomer. 25c. each; 3 for 60c.

**Fuchsia Trailing Queen**—This new Fuchsia never grows erect, but always trails down over side of the pot, and is the most beautiful of all Vines for suspension. A well-grown plant is a weeping fountain of clear-scarlet and violet-purple bells, and it remains in this condition for months at a time. Very robust and easy to grow, the branches reaching a length of four and five feet, blooming and growing nearly the whole year. The leaves are dark green, ribbed and veined with red or crimson, which makes them luminous and handsome. Flowers and buds long and graceful, borne in large clusters at the end of the vines. When expanded the flowers are very large in size, tube and sepals bright rose scarlet, while the corolla at opening is a rich violet-purple, changing the second day to a fine shade of crimson, the two colors in the same cluster contrasting beautifully. A good specimen will show hundreds of flowers at once, and the effect when suspended in a window, is truly glorious. 25c. each; 3 for 50c.

**Smilax**—The dainty yet luxuriant masses of the glossy Smilax are as beautiful in the window as any other flower, and as the plant is easy to grow anyone can possess it. A beautiful climber for the arch of a plant stand, wreathing it in a bowery of the loveliest green. The finest foliage we have for bouquets, cut-flower work, etc., as it is so beautiful and spray-like, and lasts for hours without wilting. Flowers white, floccy, profuse and fragrant. 15c. each; 3 for 30c.

**Manettia Vine**—In the house it can be trained all around a window, and it will be a solid wreath of bloom, both summer and winter. In the open ground during summer it will grow ten feet, branching freely and covering a large space of trellis, arbor or wall, showing at all times thousands of its bright blossoms. The flowers are 1½ inches long, and of the most intense fiery scarlet, shading off to a bright yellow tip. They are also covered with a scarlet moss or hairy substance, which adds much to their beauty, and each flower keeps perfect for weeks before falling. No plant is easier to grow, and it continues to bloom at once from the smallest cuttings, and continues to bloom most profusely at all times. There is not a day during its life that it is without flowers, if it has any sort of decent care. 15c. each; 3 for 90c.

**Passiflora Pfordtii**—The best for pot culture, as it blooms when but a foot high; large, handsome, fringed flowers, exhibiting a mingling of white, pink, brown, and blue in its coloring, making a flower of the most fascinating beauty. 15c. each; 3 for 30c.

**Passiflora Constance Elliott**—One of the most graceful of all vines, worth a place in every home for its exquisite foliage. The shining, leathery, five-fingered leaves, daily fringing the slender stems, after the snow of winter begin to fall. Flowers pure white. 15c. each; 3 for 30c.

**SPECIAL OFFER.**

One each of the six Glorious Flowering Vines for only 60c.
FINE FOLIAGE PLANTS.

The following superior foliage plants are well adapted to window culture during winter and are highly desirable for that purpose:

FILIFERA, OR WEEPING PALM.

One of the best window palms, needing no potting to succeed. It stands drought and dry air, and lack of sun-shine, and is very ornamental with its elegant fan-shaped leaves of a rich, dark, leathery green. Picturesquely fringed with long thread-like fronds along the segments of the leaves. The plant is a compact grower, well adapted to pot culture, succeeding in any situation, and with any treatment that will keep a terrarium alive. It will make a grand ornament during winter, and in summer it can adorn a veranda or be placed about the garden or yard, or used for a center in a vase, basket or flower bed—always ornamental anywhere. Strong plants, 20c. each; 3 for 50c.; 7 for $1.00. Fresh seed, which will grow rapidly, 10c. pkt.

BOSTON FERN.

Of all decorative plants for house culture this is perhaps the most imposing and satisfactory. It is so hard that it will stand and thrive in most any situation in a room, even out of the reach of the sun's rays. No Fern is so good in this respect. Plants form an immense number of graceful drooping fronds, varying in length from two to five feet, and always of a fresh, healthy and beautiful green color. These fronds keep in perfect condition for years. We cannot too highly recommend it. Fine plant, 25c. each; 3 for 75c.

ASPARAGUS, SPRENGERI.

For hanging pot- or bracket pots, where the mass of rich foliage can drop in its natural grace, it is one of the loveliest subjects. It is easy to take care of for house decoration. For cutting it lasts weeks in water. Plants also blossom freely and bear large red berries, which add greatly to the beauty of the waving fronds. Not suitable for growing in a pot or for bouquet making. Fine plants, 25c. each; 3 for 50c.

SANSEVERIA ZEALANICA.

Singularly beautiful and easily grown. Erect, rigid, sword-like leaves; in some old specimens reaching a length of from four to six feet. The leaves are thick and fleshy, a dark green color, with clouded bars of white. In May and June it sends up long plummy flower spikes. The splendid outlines of the plant, together with its distinctive marbling, make it a superb plant for jardinières, centers of vases, etc. 25c. each.

SPECIAL OFFER—One each of these 6 fine Foliage Plants for only 30c.

PARROT'S FEATHER.

Long trailing stems completely clothed with whorls of the most exquisite foliage, finely cut. If planted in a water-tight hanging basket so the soil can be kept very wet or watered in the surface, it will trail down over the sides in a most charming manner. 15c. each; 3 for 30c.

NEPETA CLECHOMA.

This new Nepeta is hardy, fragrant and its leaves finely marked with white. Very fine for hanging basket, standing any abuse. One of the prettiest things in the world with which to carpet graves, as it grows wherever it touches the ground and forms a impenetrable net-work of vines through which weeds and grasses cannot creep. It will grow in any kind of soil, in sun or shade, hot or cold location, and is even a mass of green and white refreshing to the eye. Unpar-

passed for vases, hanging pots or baskets. 15c. each; 3 for 30c.
New Raspberries.

**Childs' Allsummer** - An everbearing, commencing to ripen its large berries in July and continues until killed by autumn frosts. The plants are evergreen and vigorous, growing three to five feet in height, standing erect without stakes or other support. Foliage very large and rank; dark green above and light green below. berries entirely black, without cut; hardiness nothing can surpass it; as it has never been injured in the severest climate. It is immensely prolific, berries being of medium size and dark in color.

**Souchef Everbearing**

White - An extra large berry of a beautiful light amber, almost pure white color. Plant has the same general habit as Allsummer, but it is better for dry soils. Perfectly hardy, vigorous and a great cropper, both summer and fall. The fruit is of extra fine quality. In my opinion the finest flavored of all Raspberries, therefore must be raised and cultivated in your home garden. Its beautiful color contrasting with red and black background makes a very appetizing dish when served together. It is my respect being the very finest Raspberry in cultivation.

**Creer American** - This great berry is the "Eureka" of Luther Burbank. It is the largest berry in cultivation, being a real giant of our common garden varieties, like Oublier, etc. Color - bright red; firm, very productive, of a luscious, nectarous, acid flavor, so much admired. Twice as large as Shafter's Climber, which is losing in the cultivation. Bushes compact in growth, free from prickles, robust, and of ironclad hardiness.

**Golden Climber** - Planted in a good, rich soil, near a building or trellis, it will grow 10 to 15 feet in a season and the strong, vigorous branches may be fastened up on trellis or building as one would secure a grapevine. Its fruit ripens very early (one of the very first of all Raspberries), and is produced in very large clusters, it is of good size and fine quality, and a deep golden yellow in color.

### 3 Grandest Strawberries.

**Meeks' Early** - This is a most important new berry, inasmuch as it is the earliest and best of all early varieties. It is a good week ahead of any other in ripening, and is also of an extraordinary fine quality and very productive. No other early variety can compare with it.

**Minneola** - For a general all-around Strawberry, we believe this to be the finest from any other berry. This variety was raised by Luther Burbank on Long Island and has been cultivated here for a dozen years by a few growers, and was first introduced into the general cultivation by us last year. The fruit is of very large size and exceedingly sweet and luscious in quality, in this respect surpassing any other variety. It is the most vigorous grower, its foliage being of great size, borne on tall stems which hold them well up from the sand and dirt below. The berries are perfect in shape, beautiful in color, aromas delicious and exceedingly productive, succeeding well on all soils.

**Ocean City** - A new berry of wonderful value. Its great points of value are enormous size, surpassing almost any other known sort, and enormous productivity. Unlike all other berries, which are usually shy bearers, this one is very prolific. In beauty of fruit, size and quality, it always brings a larger price in market than any other. It is a hardy and vigorous grower.

### Great Japanese Wineberry.

The fruit is borne in large clusters, often 50 to 100 berries in each cluster. These berries are from the time of formation and bloom until they ripen, enclosed in a "burr," which is formed by the calyx and enclosing them entirely. When ripe the bright light glossy scarlet or sherry wine color. The flavor of the fruit is entirely different from any other berry, being very spicy, sweet and juicy, having no disagreeable sour, but a delicate and luscious flavor peculiar to itself and superior to all other berries. It is a hardy grower, will not respond to any kind of trellis.
New Peaches.

Everbearing—This is one of the most remarkable of Peaches, as it combines many desirable qualities which make it of great value for family use. The first ripening begins in July and successive crops are produced until the beginning of Nov. Fruit in all stages of development—ripe and half-grown—may be seen upon the tree at the same time. Two-year-old trees bear freely. As the tree blossoms during a long period, a complete failure of fruit can never happen. The fruit is creamy white, mottled and striped with light purple and with pink veins near the skin; very juicy, vinous, and quality very best. Freestone of the Indian type. No praise can do justice to this magnificent novelty. It is really one of the finest things we ever offered. Good size, prolific, best quality and bears continually for three months. What more can be desired? Fine trees, 3c. each; 3 for 10c.; 5 for $1.25.

Holerdaum—A new hardy Peach of enormous size. See our spring Catalogue, page 440. 25c. each.

Excelsior—The tree is a dwarf of low-spread, willow-like habit of growth, and the fruit buds are so hardy that it produces a full annual crop when all others fail. Fruit medium to large, rich orange-yellow, splashed with carmine on the sunny side, high relish, juicy, very sweet, tender and rich. 25c. each; 50c. per doz.

Dwarf Japanese—This is the earliest of all Peaches. It is a dwarf growing, very stocky variety from Japan, bearing when three or four feet high; a little tree one year planted, matured twenty-four five specimens. 25c. each.

Champion—Fruit very large, often 10 inches in circumference. Flavor very delicious, juicy, sweet and rich, surpassing most other varieties. 25c. each; 20c. per doz.

The Lemon Peach—Extra fine and entirely distinct fruit, being oblong or lemon-shaped, pointed at the apex. Color pale lemon when ripe. It is of large size, 8 inches in circumference. 25c. each; 50c. per doz.

The Orange Peach—This glorious Peach is a highly valuable and distinct variety; its enormous fruit closely resembling large, juicy oranges, and a tree in bearing reminds one of the orange groves of Florida. 25c. each; 25c. per doz.

One of above seven Peaches for $1.50.

Three Grandest Plums.

Delaware or Dwarf-Weeping Plum—A superb and highly ornamental tree of short, symmetrical growth and long branches which droop to the ground. The best Plum in existence, with a most exquisite flavor like the Grape.

Shipper—Tree a large, rank grower and enormously productive. Fruit of large size, rich, juicy and sweet.

Juicy—Skin thin and transparent, light yellow underlaid with scarlet, as beautiful as wax. In quality it seems to us that there is no other fruit which can approach it. Price of these three Plums, 25c. each; the $ for 60c.

Currant.

Childs' Giant Ruby—The berries are very large, borne in enormous clusters of twenty to thirty. In color they are the most beautiful ruby scarlet, sparkling and glossy, and being so large in size they catch every eye and sell more readily and for much better prices than any other.

Empire—New giant sort introduced by us last spring. Extra large, almost the size of grapes; color, richest scarlet red.

Purity— Companion to Empire, but pure white in color, hav- ing the same tremendous size and other good qualities.

Crandall Tree—A strong and rapid grower, attaining a height of seven feet and branching freely into a fine symmetrical tree form; single shoots often grow four to five feet in one season. It bears every year a tremendous crop of large black fruit nearly the size of a grape, the quality of which is entirely unlike that of any other black sort. 25c. each; 3 for 75c.; $1.50 per dozen. Each one of the 4 for 60c.

Five Finest Grapes.

Early Ohio—This is the earliest of all Grapes; originated at Euclid, Ohio, in 1892. The third year from seed it set 30 clusters of fruit which were allowed to grow; they ripened August 20th. It has borne large crops every year since, ripening in 1899 the 15th of August, and always as early as the 30th of the month.

Moore's Diamond—This is probably the finest of all white Grapes. The vine is hardy and healthy in growth, vigorous and perfectly free from mildew. Berries large, beautiful light straw color and are most delicious.

Niagara—The leading white Grape of the day. Berries very large, borne in large bunches. Flavor sweet and delicious, there being but very few varieties which can equal it. It is exceedingly productive, hardy and robust.


Moyer—An extra early Grape, about the size and color of the old Delaware, but with a larger bunch. It is, perhaps, sweeter and more delicious than any other Grape grown. Price—Five Vines, 25c. each; the 5 for $1.00.

Apricot Bouguense.

Perfectly hardy and bears when only two or three feet high. Fruit rosy in early summer, before Peaches or any other good fruit, in fact the earliest of the Apricots. Fruit large and a beautiful golden color, rich, sweet and juicy, of finest flavor, and good solid flesh. 25c. each. For $1.00.

Bismarck Apple.

This new Dwarf Apple is indeed a wonder. Little trees a foot or two in height will bear a few Apples of enormous size, either growing in pots or in the ground. 25c. each.
Peonies.

The favorite of today, as it was fifty years ago. Luxurious foliaged plants with magnificent, double, incurved flowers of enormous size and rich colorings. Nothing can surpass the intense color of the dark varieties that freely show with a radiant fire of richness, while the white and pale varieties are very soft and delicate in their coloring.

Fragrants—Fine flowers, scented with an exquisite perfume. Large and double.

**Double Blush**—Beautiful light blush-white. Exquisite fragrance and great beauty.

**Double Scarlet**—Large double scarlet. A grand flower.

**Tantillum**—Fine scented, fernlike foliage of exquisite beauty, and blooms in May. Rich, fiery scarlet.

**Humulus Single**—Large purple rose, very early. Extra.

**Price, $1.50 each; $10.00 per dozen.**

**Mixed Peonies**—Ten sorts, $1.25 per dozen.

**Fine Hardy Perennials.**

**Achillea Grandiflora**—It commences to bloom by the first of July and is a perfect mass of bloom until frost as many as 5,000 flowers having been counted upon the plant at one time. Flowers pure white, perfectly double, in large sprays, and are unsurpassed for all sorts of cut-flower work, bouquets, etc.

**Anemone, Whirlwind**—A variety of the beautiful old A. Japonica, but with large, semi-double blossoms of a snow-white color. It possesses a beauty and air; grace which is seen in but few flowers, and its great perfection or color alone en masse of any plant, when pure white flowers are scarce, makes it very valuable.

**Candytuff, Hardy**—A plant of exquisite beauty, being of low growth, and stately form, combined with its profuse bloom in May or June, when pure white flowers are particularly scarce. Its profusion of bloom is so general that no other plant looks so out of place as a mass of snow in May just fallen.

**Caloasis Lanceolata**—Each plant a sheet of golden yellow blossoms borne high above the foliage on long, wiry stems. This is the true Lanceolata, a far inferior variety sometimes being sold for it.

**Day Lily, Variegated Leaved**—Leaves as handsome as a flower, a rosette cluster of almost white leaves, lightly striped with green and yellow. Flowers, pretty, pale, lilac-blue on tall stalks. Fine also for pots.

**Cayestegia Pubescens**—A fine double perennial Morning Glory, a vine coming from the roots each spring and bearing quantities of pale, satiny pink flowers.

**Hemerocallis, Lemon Lily**—The clear yellow, lily-like flowers are borne on long, stiff stalks, making them one of the most popular of all plants. Its growth and profusion of bloom is May or June, when pure white flowers are particularly scarce. Its profusion of bloom is so general, that no other plant looks so out of place as a mass of snow in May just fallen.

**Spirea Filipendula**—Grows two feet high, with large, feathery plumes of the most charming white blossoms.

**Mosquito Catch Plant.**—It grows one to two feet tall and all summer, bearing a profusion of pretty, white, star-like blossoms. Great for the poor mosquito! No shrubbing on his part can ever depress him after he has once dived his head in the forbidden sweet.

**Lychnis. Chal. fl. pl.-** This is one of the showiest of Hardy plants. It bears large heads of brilliant scarlet blossoms which are double as rose. It is a very rare plant, and few of our customers have ever seen it, but all would agree next year if they knew its great beauty.

**Perennial Phloxes.**—Fourteen finest named sorts. All colors.

**Rudbeckia, Golden Glow.**—The finest perennial plant: grows with thousands of large yellow, orange flowers.

**Price of these Fine Hardy Perennial Plants:** Each, $1.00; half a dozen, 6 for $5.00; or the H for $10.00. Amount sold per dozen.

**Hardy Ornamental Shrubs.**

**Althea**—A fine, tall-growing shrub, that once planted is good for a lifetime, will bloom a foot or two from the ground, but eventually reaches the size of a small tree. Althea is a symmetrical, upright grower, well clothed with a dark glossy foliage, and even without a fall, a profusion of large, showy, double flowers.

**Berberis Thunbergii**—Flowers followed by bright red berries, which remain on the bushes all winter and are exceedingly ornamental.

**Calycanthus Florida.**—The “Sweet Shrub” so long a favorite of gardeners. This fine shrub blooms in early spring and produces a pineapple fragrance of which one never tires, and a spray of which will perfume a whole room.

**Calycanthus Purpurea**—A lovely shrub, blooms all winter with clusters of pretty blue berries, and therefore very ornamental, and makes a fine contrast with the red berries of the Berberis.

**Fern Leaf Tree.**—A beautiful tree of a low, shrubby growth, making a superb large foliage shrub. Its leaves are like beautiful fern fronds, and in full size, are nearly two feet in length by ten inches in width. Color, very dark green, while the stems are dark ebony red. It grows large clusters of red berries, and in autumn, the leaves color very bright at the touch of frost. It is one of the very finest shrubs in cultivation.

**Deutzia Gracilis.**—Grows only two feet high, but is weighted to the ground with its load of white Lily-of-the-Valley-like blossoms. Fine for forcing in winter.

**Echinodorus**—A new introduction from the famous Paniculata.

**Hydrangea Paniculata.**—Generally considered the most wonderful bloom and one of the handsomest shrub in existence, every branch tipped in midsummer with an immense close cluster of flat, snow-white flowers of gigantic size. The flowers are a mass of crimson and nearly as thick and dense as for two or three months, turning pinkish toward the last. No other shrub makes such a mass of bloom which a plant of this size required. It is of great beauty, being of great beauty, and is loved by gardeners for its beauty, being of great beauty, and is loved by gardeners for its beauty.

**Hydrangea Impatiens, Eugenia.**—A fine, hardy shrub, producing great flat clusters of azure-blue, among which are scattered great star-shaped white or pink blossoms. Exceptionally showy and one of the famous Hydrangea.

**Sweet Pea Shrub.**—The shrub of shrubs for bouquet makers. When in bloom it is really but a big bouquet itself, so lovely is its display of lovely blue and white blossoms, to which the gracefully pinnate foliage is an admirable background. Very hardy and colonial, and blooms profusely to bloom in the spring, fall, and early winter. Flowers are borne in clusters and are the size and shape of the most lovely Sweet Peas, but its color is more beautiful.

**Spirea, Bumala.**—So dwarf and compact it can be grown where large shrubs would be out of place. A cloud of lovely rose-pink flowers for months. Very fine.

**Spirea, Fortunei Posea.**—A medium-sized shrub and a great bloomer. Panicles of delicate pink flowers.

**Spirea, Fortunei Alba.**—Like the above, but pure white.

**Spiraea, Anthony.**—An evergreen, hardy, lovely, able either for garden or pot. It is of a dwarf habit, flowering profusely when only a few inches in height, and there will be all roses and other flowers all through the pink color, borne in dense clusters, and have a peculiar feathery appearance which is extremely beautiful.

**Spiraea, Rock Orange.**—A lovely shrub, producing orange blossoms. When in bloom its deciduous orange color is wafted by the breeze a long way.

**Wisteria.**—We have seen cases of this three and four feet long, one solid wreath of flowers from tip to end, and fifty more such cases could have been cut from the bush.

**Hardy Vines.**

**Wisteria.**—Sinensis Magnifica Fine large clusters of blue flowers, profuse, graceful, dense, in summer, a magnificent addition to the garden.

**Amelopoeis.**—Veitchi. The fashionable wall climber of the day. Climbs tightly by suckers thrown out along the ground, not brick, etc., hardy through the coldest weather through, turning in autumn to a flowering crimson, when it is fairly gorgeous. It stands the dust and dry weather in cities admirably and is perhaps the handsomest of all vining plants.

**Honeysuckle, Golden Leaved.**—Marvelously effective. It bears innumerable sprays of the most perfect little blossoms that are produced in mass and are a rich golden yellow, often marked with pink also. The gold deepens at the tip of the sprays, and there is nothing finer to break the monotony with color in the home. Biennial flowers are the things we know of. Blossoms pure white.

**Honeysuckle, Halliana.**—The best white monthy Honeysuckle, with dark green foliage, which keeps fresh and green nearly all winter, and beautiful clusters of the most perfect small white blossoms that are produced in mass and are a rich golden yellow, often marked with pink also. The gold deepens at the tip of the sprays, and there is nothing finer to break the monotony with color in the home. Biennial flowers are the things we know of. Blossoms pure white.

**Price of above Fine Shrub and Vines, 15c. each; 5 for 50c. or more at 10c. each.**
The brush cannot paint, or the pen portray, the exquisite purity and delicacy, yet magnificent grandeur of the stately Lily. It is the plus ultra of floral beauty, and we urge our friends to each year add a few Lilies to their collection. No other flower will so adorn our homes when in bloom, and they constantly improve after planting. We feel sure, if our readers could see a good collection of from twenty to forty different sorts in bloom, they would never rest until they had a goodly number of their own.

As a rule, Lilies are of the easiest cultivation, especially the following, which have been carefully selected as the hardiest, handsomest and best. We grow at Floral Park about five acres of Lilies, and the Bulbs we offer are large, healthy, vigorous and cheap.

**AURATUM LILIES.**

Auratorum (The Golden Banded Lily of Japan). We can say that this is the grandest of all Lilies, and certainly the most popular. 25c. each; $2.00 per dozen.

Auratorum Macranthum - This grand variety of L. Auratum produces bulbs of great size which throw up a growth of remarkable strength and vigor. The flowers are pure ivory white, with a golden band through each petal, and numerous golden-yellow spots. 50c. each.

Auratorum Rubro Vittatum Flowers of enormous size, pure snow-white, thickly spotted with crimson, and with a wide dark band through each petal. A magnificent flower, of great beauty. 50c. each.

Auratorum Wittel - Lovely pure white with golden band, but without spots. 75c. each.

**GRAND SPECIOSUM LILIES.**

The Speciosums are the hardest, most robust and fine flowering of all Lilies, not omitting the old Tiger Lily, while in beauty they are second to none. The magnificence of their blossoms cannot be described. Having a large stock we are prepared to offer them very low, and trust that our customers will profit by it.

Rubrum (Lancifolium). Large, wide flowers, recurring more or less at the tips. Among the showiest of all Lilies, and perhaps the most robust and the most radiantly beautiful. Very fragrant and hardy. Lovely rose and white-spotted crimson, 10c. each; 3 for 25c.; 12 for $1.00.

Melpomene - Words cannot describe the beauty of this variety. Frosted white, spotted, clouded and bearded with pinkish crimson. Petals deeply recurved and the bordering fringed. 25c. each.

Praecoix - Large, perfect and beautiful. Frosted white with a tinge of brown at the tips of petals. The pinlike fringe in each petal adds to its beauty. 35c. each; 3 for 50c.

Monstrosum Album - Broad, flat stems and immense heads of flowers, often fifty in a cluster. Pure snow white. 30c. each; 3 for $1.00.

Opal - We had thought that no Speciosum could exceed Melpomene, but this new Lily is even larger, grander, and, if possible, more richly colored. Like the opal, for which it is named, it is drink to its lovely tints with delight. To say that it is frosted, glistening white, delicately clouded and suffused with rosy blush and spotted with rose scarlet, is to convey but a slight idea of its perfect loveliness. The deeply recurved petals are snowy white at the tip, gradually deepening in color to the base of each petal, which is blotched with a raised moss-like fringe, which glistens like diamonds. The flower is very large. 50c. each; 3 for $1.25.

**HENRY** - This is the new yellow. Very free in growth, with large orange-yellow blossoms. By far the strongest and most vigorous of all. A yellow Speciosum is indeed a novelty, and it is a beauty. 75c. each.

**6 LILIES, SHOWN ON COVER, FOR 60c.**

For only 60c., we will send the six fine Lilies shown on back of this cover, namely, Wallacei, Longiflorum, Speciosum Melpomene, Elegans, Pardalimum, and Tenuifolium.

**12 BEAUTIFUL LILIES FOR $1.00.**

For $1.00 we will send twelve beautiful and distinct Hardy Lilies, 12 sorts, named. This is a very fine collection.
Date, .................................................. 189

John Lewis Childs, Floral Park, Queens Co., N. Y.

Dear Sir:—Enclosed find $.............................................. for which please send me the following:

articles by (Mail or Express) .................................. All articles will be sent by mail unless otherwise ordered.

Name, (Write Plain) ..............................................................................

Post-Office, ............................................................................................

County, ...................................................................................................

State, ......................................................................................................

Quantity. ........................................... ARTICLES WANTED. .............................................. PRICE.

WE HOPE YOU WILL NOT OMIT TO SUBSCRIBE FOR "THE MAYFLOWER."
F R E E.

Any one of these six articles will be mailed FREE to the person who returns to us (when ordering something) this blank with list of names, as desired,—or, for 15c. (for postage, etc.), we will send all six items:

FALL SOWING PANSIES.

A special mixture of the finest, hardiest and most vigorous Pansies for fall sowing—kinds that will surely survive the winter and be ready to bloom profusely as soon as the snow melts away in the spring, just the time that Pansies give their largest and finest flowers. All colors, from black to white, blue, crimson etc. Mixed.

WINTER-BLOOMING MORNING GLORIES.

Seed sown at any time during the winter will commence blooming in about thirty days, and when the plants are only three to four inches high, and continue for months. The flowers are very large and of varied and brilliant colors, and remain open all day, from morning until night, making as pretty a pot of flowers as you can imagine. The cut represents a pot of them forty days from the time of sowing the seed. They are in no respect hard to grow, and will succeed in any window, and we are sure that no plant or bulb can be purchased for double the price which will give so much real beauty and enjoyment, and for so long a period during winter, as will a pot of these lovely Morning Glories.

HOW TO COOK VEGETABLES.

The most complete collection of vegetable recipes ever published. It gives the following number of ways for using different vegetables—Asparagus, 14; Artichokes, 4; Beans, 20; Beets, 10; Broccoli, 24; Corn, 13; Cucumbers, 5; Chow-chow, 8; Celery, 11; Cabbage, 22; Cucumber, 9; Cauliflower, 15; Cutsup, 19; Egg-Plant, 4; Greens, 6; Mushrooms, 16; Melons, 8; Onions, 14; Okra, 5; Peas, 14; Parsnips, 12; Pumpkins, 9; Potatoes, 55; Peppers, 5; Potatoes, Sweet, 18; Pickles, 35; Salads, 56; Spinach, 8; Salsify, 1; Squash, 15; Turnip, 6; Tomato, 33; Soups, 55, etc.—In all, 555 recipes.

GREAT PAINTING OF IRIS KÄMPFERI.

Size, 6x93, in eighteen colors, showing thirteen varieties of the finest double Iris Kämpferi in natural colors. It is useless to attempt to describe the beauty of this loveliest of all floral paintings. The great firing blossoms in this loveliest flint stand out in all their silken lustre and charm the eye with their matchless beauty.

NARCISSUS, PRINCEPS MAJOR.

Enormous, large trumpet-shaped blossoms of a delicate canary yellow, and large sulphur white perianth. One of the most elegant and beautiful of all Narcissus. A very early bloomer and extra fine either for the garden or for winter-blooming in pots.

JAPAN LILY, WALLACE!

This Lily is very floriferous, each bulb throwing up from four to six flower stems, each one of which is crowned with three to ten beautiful upright blossoms of a delicate bright apricot color. Not only is this one of the most beautiful, but it is the hardest Lily grown. It increases so rapidly that a bulb will produce in two years a large clump of Lilies, sending up a dozen or two flowering stems, and make a truly magnificent show.
NAMES WANTED.

We desire the names and addresses of five, ten or more people who you know cultivate window plants or gardens and who purchase Plants, Bulbs, Seeds or Fruits, and who, as far as you know, are not already customers of ours. If you will favor us with such a list of names ON THIS SHEET, when you send in your order for fall Bulbs, Seeds, Plants, Mayflower subscription, or anything we offer, you may select, free of charge, one of the offers on other side.

JOHN LEWIS CHILDS, Floral Park, N. Y.

GIVE YOUR OWN NAME AND ADDRESS HERE.

NAME, ____________________________

P. O. ____________________________ NO. ____________________________

STATE, ____________________________

Name. ____________________________ Post Office. ____________________________ State. ____________________________

Note: We desire these names that we may at some future time mail to same our Catalogue. Therefore we do not want names of people who are already our customers, and only names of people who would be likely to be interested in our Catalogue and become customers.
John Lewis Childs,
Seedsman and Florist,
Floral Park,
N.Y.